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Celeste says
collider bid
shows merit
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Ohio-West Virginia proposal to
host a $4.4 billion atom smasher
should be among the finalists if
it is judged on its merits, Ohio
Gov. Richard Celeste said yesterday after showing a promotional film to the states' congressional delegations.
Celeste said he believes the
proposal for the Superconducting Super Collider ranks with
the very best of those submitted
by the 24 other states.
"I suspect that if our proposal
is judged on the merits, it will be
on the best-qualified list," said
Celeste.
An elite panel formed by the
National Academy of Sciences
and the National Academy of
Engineering is reviewing the
proposals and is expected to deliver an unranked 1 is t of the best
proposals to the Energy Department by mid-January. The
department is to select a preferred site by the following July.
"I believe we're there on
technical grounds," said
Celeste.
However, he said if it comes
down to several proposals that
are about equal, ''a sensible and
responsible" political position
would be for the decisionmakers to ask how to share federal research dollars with a part
of the country that needs them.
Celeste said the Midwest has by

and large not received a fair
share of federal research dollars.
However, he underscored that
he supports the project for the
nation, whether the Ohio-West
Virginia proposal is selected or
not.
"This is an absolutely vital investment for the future of our
country," he said.
The governor showed reporters a nine-minute videotape designed to promote the Ohio site.
The film included aerial views of
the semi-rural site, graphics explaining how the superconductor
will work, and words of support
from physicists and lawmakers,
including Senate Majority
Leader Robert Byrd, D-W.Va.
Benjamin Bailey, counsel to
West Virginia Gov. Arch Moore,
said West Virginia University
scientists have already benefited from helping to produce the
proposal, ana the state would
bring underground mining expertise to the project.
Bailey said ne hopes that Byrd
will have an impact on the selection process.
"He's fully involved," said
Bailey. "We've asked him for all
the help we can get."
Celeste said he hopes the
states' congressional delegations will snare the film with
colleagues who may not have
yet decided whether to support
the collider.
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Computer blues
Peter Stolly, senior purchase and production major, looks perplexed
as he works on a class project in the Jerome Library computer lab yes-

Professor to teach in China
by Tim Baker
reporter

David Newman, professor of chemistry,
will be spending his Christmas vacation
working.
He will be traveling to the Peoples Republic of China on the invitation of the Chinese national
Non-ferrous Metals Corporation to travel and lecture on his field of expertise.
Newman said there is a
three-fold purpose for the
invitation. He is going to
lecture on the physical
chemistry of molten salts,
instruct the Chinese on Newman
European and American methods of teach-

ing sciences and, hopefully, to establish an
exchange program with Chinese universities.
Molten salts are used in the production of
aluminum and magnesium which are large
industries in China. Newman said the
Chinese are trying to produce greater quantities of them at a Tower cost.
He said the Chinese cannot afford to conduct research just for the sake of doing
research, and knowledge must have a practical and immediate application to help
struggling industries.
Also, the Chinese have no traditional
method of teaching the sciences, Newman
said, so they are interested in how industrialized nations teach them.
Because Newman has spent time in Ireland and Norway as a Fulbright professor,

Faculty Senate names
committee chairman

by Tim Maloney
staff reporter
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Thursday

by Linda Hoy
wire editor

University chemistry
laboratories are not deathtraps, according to faculty
and students in the department.
An article in the fall issue of Campus Newsweek,
"Bad Chemistry," sugSested that chemistry stuents assume a great risk
when they work in the
laboratory.
"That article made it
sound like undergraduate
labs are a deathtrap, and
that's not true at all.
Chemistry labs in the most
part are stressing safety
Site a bit," said James
Uer, professor of organic
chemistry.
George Clemans, safety
coordinator for the chemistry department, agreed.
"The safety program in
the department of chemistry is quite well
a See Safety, page 5.

A psychology professor has
been elected chairman of a Faculty Senate committee assigned
to study faculty perceptions of
the University working climate.
Eugene Stone, professor of
psychology, was elected chairman of the five-member committee on Nov. 24. Harold
Lunde, chairman of the Faculty
Welfare Committee, presided
over the elections.
The committee was formed
last month in response to a concern raised in the Senate about
the possibility that some faculty
members are experiencing oppression by administrators.
Ann-Marie Lancaster, senate
member and chair of the comEuter science department,
rought up the subject of oppression at the Sept. 15 Senate
meeting. Lancaster said sources
of oppression range from the

"I think that there will be high variability
(found if an assessment is conducted) in
climate perceptions across individuals at
the University."
-Eugene Stone
departmental levels of the administration to the president's
office.
Philip Mason, executive assistant to University President
Paul Olscamp, said the president's office has never received
complaints of oppression.
Stone said tne committee is
not an "oppression committee,"
and the laael was incorrect.
The committee's purpose is to
assess the perceptions of the
working climate at the University, and to presuppose that individuals are oppressed is unfortunate. Stone said.
The chairman said individuals
in any organization will have

differences in terms of their
satisfaction, and a uniform perception of oppression across the
campus should not be assumed.
The committee will meet today to develop a strategy for
determining whether a need
exists to "go ahead with an assessment" of the faculty working climate, he said.
If the study is found necessary, the committee will discuss
strategies to be used in conductingr an assessment, he said.
'I think that there will be high
variability (found if an assessment is conducted) in climate
perceptions across individuals
at the University," he said.

News in Brief
f~

'. .'United Way bests last year's total.
see story page 3.
DTom Glick, University alumnus, has
announced football, basketball and
hockey at the University for 10 years,
see story page 4.

Missile details
given to U.S.

the Chinese knew he has experience in
European and American methods of teaching science, he said.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Soviet Union has given the United
He said he also wants to establish a pro- States missile information required to close a nuclear arms control
gram with a Chinese university similar to treaty, a high-ranking U.S. official said yesterday, clearing up a
the exchange program the English depart- last-minute snarl as the two sides prepare to sign the accord.
The passing of the information to American representatives in
ment has.
It would not actually be an exchange pro- Geneva yesterday appeared to extinguish a flare-up less than a week
gram because no one would be sent to a before the commencement of summit talks here between President
Chinese university. Rather, he said, the Reagan and Soviet Communist Party General Secretary Mikhail
Chinese university would be a source of tal- Gorbachev.
ented graduate students for the University's
"We are ready, indeed eager, and we have been for some time to
chemistry department.
A tenative goal Newman said he has is to provide the remaining data as soon as the Soviets are ready," Chardevelop a course at the University based on les Redman, the State Department spokesman, had said earlier.
At mid-afternoon, a senior official, briefing reporters at the White
the lectures he gives in China. Such a course
would attract interest from many industries, House on grounds he not be identified, said we did get" the needed
missile data from the Soviets. "It was turned over today in Geneva,
such as the auto industry.
and it is being studied," the official said, adding that he hoped this
□ See Newman, page 6. solved the problem.

Labs not 'deathtraps'

Annette Callejo, sophomore chemistry/pre med major, wears protective
goggles while she prepares a distillation.

terday afternoon. Stolly was working on a business plan for his BA
405 class.
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DDIvestment issue rages on at BG.
tee story page 7.

Yni ith Summit meetina
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riEarle Bruce successors sought, tee
story page 11.
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MEDINA, Ohio (AP) — This small northeast
Ohio town plans to hold a "youth summit meeting"
next June, involving students from the Medina
public schools and 20 students from Moscow, a
school official said yesterday.
A delegation from English School No. 6 in Moscow ia^ aTTive „, mid-June, after the Medina
school district's 1967-88 academic year has ended,
said Nancy Hanson, director of instruction,
The Medina district has six schools and 5,023
students.
In February, 20 Medina students are to attend
the Moscow school.

Mrs. Hanson said Soviet officials would permit
the Moscow students to make the trip only during
the summer, so that they can complete school requirements there.
"We will not be able to put them through a typical school day here, although there may be some
summer school," Mrs. Hanson said Wednesday.
'So we are planning a youth summit meeting, and
that will involve a lot of the students."
Medina City Schools Superintendent Robert
Fenn and Mrs. Hanson announced the exchange
plan Tuesday and said it is designed, in part, to alleviate youth fears of nuclear war.
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Assess oppression
Having to be concerned about repercussions
from opinions or criticisms voiced about superiors is one of those situations that theoretically
should not occur.
Yet some University faculty members seem to
have encountered just that, which has spurred
Faculty Senate to create a committee to determine
if an assessment of the condition should be carried
out.
We feel the committee should proceed with the
assessment — if there was enough concern to set up
the committee, then the situation deserves an examination.
Initially, the concern about the faculty working
climate was raised in mid-September. Anonymous
letters and private statements received by Faculty
Senate Chair Ralph Wolfe, Vice Chair Bartley
Brennan and Secretary Genevieve Stang reflected
problems experienced by faculty of oppression by
administrators.
Individuals complained of being given unfair orders and of being worried about retaliation from
University administrators for expressing opinions
on issues.
Also, faculty fill out evaluations of administrators — except for the president — which could possibly result in problems for faculty during this
process.
Therefore, the committee should conduct an assessment to ascertain if there is actually an oppressive atmosphere at the University. Even if it is not
perceived across the entire University, any oppression must be eliminated to allow for a free and open
exchange of views.
Otherwise, students will learn to suppress their
own views and opinions since their professors are
setting that example.

Maneuvering in New York
Tips on getting around in the city and what to see if you succeed
By Scott Munn
Editor's Note: This is the last
of a two-part series providing
one man's view of how to survive in New York.

Just as today is merely a continuation of yesterday, so is this
column the result of unfinished
business. If you missed yesterday's, divest (divest, divest) a
friend or loved one or library of
the brother to this sister. If you
missed yesterday, period, consult a calendar.
/ Hate New York But Can't
Stay Away, the guidebook, the
attic insulator:
From chapter 3, "Transporting 1your live body around the
city. '
Assuming you've wisely left
your car in Queens, or more
wisely yet, flown in, there's
walking, busing, and subwaying.
Walking is the common denominator here. It's cheap, it's
what you end up doing in any
case, and if you intend to go
crosstown, it's the singular
alternative. For, as a former
city official has been quoted,
"The fastest way to go crosstown is to be born there."
Buses are pleasant, smooth,
and at the apex of the day,
slower than raising a family.
Good night transportation,
though.
Subways. Now that Bernard

Goetz has Charles Bronsoned his
way into whatever immortality
awaits trigger-fingered, triggedoff loners, things nave changed.
Everyone rides with a sense of
security, an Eveready on his
shoulder.
Don't believe me? Good. I was
lying. But listen: they're the
easiest, swiftest way to get
around. They're also deafening,

Walking is the common denominator
here. It's cheap, it's what you end up
doing in any case, and if you intend to go
crosstown, it's the singular alternative.
dirty, and home to a thousand
il'y r it the least of which is the
ui!. .infortable embrace of a
door you're politely holding open
for that cursing bechained delinquent s reaming at the top of
his lungs, from the street, to
"Hold the door, mother—."
One other little-known fact.
The transit authority (an oxymoron if there ever was one) is
now pushing for trains to be controlled by just one operator, not
the two we presently enjoy the
company of. This is a clever
public relations ploy to camouflage the certainty that there
aren't humans driving those
things to begin with. Witness
trains which leave just as others
conveniently arrive from the

Remembering James Baldwin
By Ernest A. Champion

In May 1976,1 wrote a letter to
James Baldwin inviting him to
Bowling Green State University
for a public lecture. I never
knew him personally and I only
had the address of his publisher
in New York. I did not receive a
reply for about a year and had
forgotten all about my letter.
Then one day, a reply came, exCressing his willingness to come
i Bowling Green. Since then,
James Baldwin has been closely
associated with Bowling Green
State University—as a writer-inresidence in the department of
ethnic studies, and later as a distinguished visiting professor.
Today, James Baldwin is dead
at the age of 63.
James Baldwin left the United
States in the '50s, saying to himself that — as conditions were —
some policeman in New York
City would kill him or he would
kill the first policeman calling
him "nigger. Therefore, his
quiet return to the United States
went rather unnoticed and he
later revealed to us that the first
Eublic appearance since his reurn was at Bowling Green State
University. Over the years, I
have come to know Jimmy
Baldwin as a writer, scholar,
and as a person. I have been
greatly impressed by the depth
of his thoughts, the breadth of
his vision, and most of all by his
humanity. His deep concern for
students in the classroomandhis
willingness to give freely of his
time will, I am sure, be remembered by many of his students, graduate and undergraduate.
His books are a testimony to
his great love for America even
though he has bitterly criticized
the American experience. As a
black American, fie has been the
voice for millions of blacks who
found in him a spokesperson for

their unspoken thoughts and
emotions and their own frustrations at what America appears
to offer them.
As a boy preacher, Baldwin's
style and themes almost parallel the exalted style of the King
James version of the Bible ana
the theme of deliverance that
runs from the Old Testament to
the New. Baldwin, however, was
not a Christian in the formal
sense. He had his own private
quarrel with the Almighty. He
once said, "If this is what the
Almighty has given as his portion to his black children, then
He and all His angels can go to
blazing hell." However, there is
another side to Baldwin which
he very seldom revealed. On one
occasion a group of students followed him from a class to the
student union carrying on a conversation with him. One of the
students very abruptly asked
him, "Mr. Baldwin do you believe in God?" I v,ai very interested in hearing what he would
have to say. He thought for quite
sometime and finally said, "I
believe that there is a purpose
for my existence in this world. If
I, for a moment, cease to believe
that, life becomes intolerable. I
believe there is a reason and a
purpose for my coming to Bowline Green State University." He
did not say, "Yes, I believe in
God."
James Baldwin has been perhaps a writer who has been misunderstood and criticized for the
wrong reasons. The criticism of
him in the 1980s is the criticism
of those who think that he is only
fighting the battles of the '60s
and, therefore, is of no relevance. The Image is that of an
angry black man who has nothing new to say. This kind of
criticism is not only misleading
but most unfortunate. James
Baldwin has been the most consistent of black writers in America who has demanded, and is
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demanding, the impossible from
the Western world. It is for that
reason his relevance is going to
be far greater in the '80s than it
has been in the '60s. His demand
to the Western world is one for a
new morality and a new conscience without which neither the
United States nor the Western
world has any future. In The
Fire Next Time, Baldwin states
the problem and demand very
simply. The impossible task he
calls for is that "the relatively
conscious whites and the relatively conscious blacks, who
must, like lovers, insist on, or
create, the consciousness of the
others — do not falter in our duty
now, we may be able, handful
that we are, to end the racial
nightmare and achieve our
country, and change the history
of the world." The impossible is
thus not a matter of convenience
but a matter of conscience. In A
Rap on Race (1971) with Margaret Mead, Baldwin says,
"You, your experience, and me,
my experience, because your
experience does not matter as
Margaret Mead and my experience does not matter as Jimmy
Baldwin. What does matter is
what we can do with it, not for
me, but for all those people who
don't know the discipline, the
passion, the love." It is because
it is a matter of conscience that
Baldwin also says in the same
discussion, "It is terrible to
watch people cling to their captivity and insist on their own
destruction." The meaning is
very clear; the captivity of the
black man is also that of the
white man. What is of conseSuence is that the concern of
ames Baldwin is not the captivity and destruction of the black
man, but of that of the white
man and of all men and women
who cling desperately to notions
of power or superiority based
upon considerations of color,
race, or creed. In effect, all the
people who are unable to see it is
not possible to destroy or hurt
other people without losing some
part of one's own self.
Perhaps the most famous of
all of James Baldwin's writings
has been his The Fire Next
Time. When he was on campus
in 1979, he was invited to address
an honors class and on that occasion for the first time revealed
the circumstances leading to his
writing of it. He had been invited
by the editors of New Yorker
magazine to visit the West Coast
of Africa and to send them impressions of his experiences. His
first stop was at Dakar, the capital of Senegal. He was taken on a
visit to an elementary school. It
was a lesson in history and the
textbook read, "Our ancestors
who came from Gaul." Baldwin
said he was surprised because
he knew that Gaul was the ancient name for France and all
the children in the classroom
were African. In that instant he
says his mind went back to black
children in classrooms in Amer-

across.
D Give directions when apEroached, don't say "I don t
now, I'm just visiting." Point
authoritative and unquestionable points, as you'll surely be
asked if you hang around Grand
Central Terminal for any length
of time. If you don't know, point.
D Go on a weekend. New Yorkers hole up or head out those
days, the city's much freer and
less dense. But be warned: a
street-vendor hot dog shouldn't
cost $1.50. When confronted with
this outrageous nerve, stare at
the vendor icily and say "Save it
for the out-of-towners. Here's a
dollar; keep the change." If you
want to see the real thing,
though, go on a weekday.
C Don't sit on the inviting
steps of the New York Public Library, or the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Almost everyone
succumbs to this. But you can
and will catch diseases. Also,
people are busy trying to look
cultured; city-weary; they're
busy scribbling into journalscum-novels, they're charcoaling
sketches of the street scenes.
Which leads, timely, to a very
important point: the New
Yorker as artist. Egg shell
sculptor, dancer, poet, painter
of slick paranormal disgust,
creative. Many natives pride
themselves on being just this
three syllable word.

opposite tracks; witness the unfeeling mechanical voices which
pointedly advise passengers not
to overcrowd, that indeed "Another train is just behind this
one."
From chapter 4, "Edifying the
live body with big city sights and
sounds.
Take in the sights in small
headaches. Don't expect much

ica. Riding in a Jeep the same
day and the next in West Africa,
Baldwin started writing about
America and America s children.
The Department of Ethnic
Studies and Bowling Green State
University have been greatly
enriched by the presence of
James Baldwin in our classrooms and corridors. I do know
this — we in the Department of
Ethnic Studies have never been
the same since Baldwin came to
be with us and to be a part of us.
It is a memory we shall always
cherish.
Champion is an associate
professor of ethnic studies.

from Times Square. Avoid buying picture I.D.s from the otherwise useless stores which frequent the arena; profits go to the
Supreme Court nominee defense
fund.
Don't be scared away from
Harlem. Too many people are.
That's why it's Harlem.
Go to the cavernous Statcn
Island Ferry Terminal. It's
probably the only time you'll see
pigeons flying, preening and
making a general nuisance of
themselves inside a building.
And finally, lastly, hopefully,
see not the sights but the vast
stretches in between. Go to the
South Bronx and cry, go to the
Sutton Place and cry harder.
Count enough three-piece suits,
in some acres of midtown to
seed the fertile '90s fields with
10,000 MBA's. Ignore enough
beggars, ne'er-do-wells and
maicontends to feed a hundred
masochistic nightdreams.
From chapter 5, "Understand
you, the live body as tourist, as
you relate to New York and
-ers."
When in Rome don't necessarily fiddle, but don't break anybody's bow either. More on this
in a minute.
Helpful Hints, incidentally, if
you don't want to look like a tourist:

Humor them, don't break any
bows. Many a time they're no
more creative than, say, a
prime number. But tell one of
them this, and you'll be shot.
And give them, at the least, the
benefit of creative psychosis.
Thus ends my summary coagulation of New York, -ers and
all. The book itself will soon be
on sale at finer figments of imagination.
Epilogue
One doesn't have to be big-city
to be cosmopolitan. The fabled
melting pot polyglot nerve
center is bitter stew, still and
always, to many. If Emily Dickinson didn't have to leave her
bedroom, neither do you have to
subject yourself to the land that
Peter Muiuit bought for trinkets.
People come here to prove
themselves. It's here, like they
said it would be, but it ain't me,
babe.

I Don't look up. The sky isn't
falling, nor is the Chrysler
Building. Long-timers don't
even know that it has scalloping
at its peak, let alone streamlined
gargoyles. If you simply must
see the stratosphere of steel, go
up into one of those hyperthyroidic buildings and look

Munn is a freelance writer living in New York City.
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Egyptian speaks on Sadat
by Jeff Baldorf
reporter

The United States is to blame
for the downfall of Anwar elSadat because the U.S. altered
Sadat's ego and made him think
he symbolized all of Egypt. This
led him to imprison those who
were against him, according to a
former member of the Egyptian
parliament who was one of those
sent to prison.
In the end, Sadat imprisoned
more than 1,500 people from all
social classes, and these imprisonments led to opposition of
Sadat and to his eventual assasination, said Milad Hanna, who
spoke to a group of about 50 people last night in the Life Sciences
Building.
He said his time in prison was
a good experience because he
met a lot of "intelligent people
with many ideas." While there,
Hanna went on a hunger strike
because he wanted to be moved
to a prison for political
prisoners, he said. He was
released after Sadat's death.
Hanna also discussed the issue
of democracy in Egypt and the
historical role the government
has played in modern Egypt.
The Egyptian government has
many shortcomings and is

sometimes inadequate, but the
economy has improved greatly,
Hanna said.
He said some of the shortcomings are heavy restrictions on
the formation of political parties, loopholes in the election
system and the country being
under martial law.

by Kelly Rose
cily reporter

Hanna said Sadat introduced
the open door policy for Egypt
and encouraged foreign trade.
Egypt became prosperous under
Sadat by gaining revenue
through the Suez Canal, oil
Ereduction, and grants and
tans from foreign banks.
Today, Egypt is catching its
breath, Hanna said. It is increasing revenues through the
Suez Canal, oil production and
tourism, and unemployment is
decreasing. However, Egypt is
$40 billion in debt, Islamic investments have made the upper
class richer than the government and there is a wide gap between the upper and lower
classes.
Hanna served on the Egyptian
parliament from 1984 to 1986. He
is currently chairman of
Egypt's housing committee and
has written several books about
the housing problems for the
poor. Hanna came to the United
States in 1985 by an invitation
from President Reagan.

BG News/Rob Upton

Milad Hanna

Poetic reading held at library
by Beth Church
reporter

Thanks to the creative writing department, Friday has a new meaning.
The Visiting Writers Program, nicknamed
"Fridays," is a series of poetry readings,
sponsored by the creative writing department, held every Friday at 12:30 p.m. at the
Jerome Library.
The goal of the series is to make national
and international contemporary poets and
authors available to students and professors, Barbara McMillen, an associate
professor of English and the coordinator of
the series for the past two years, said.

United Way's
totals exceed
$66,000 goal

McMillen is responsible for selecting the
reader each week.
"I like to invite authors who have something to teach, whose work represents the
strong and positive aspects of poetry," she
said.
She explained that the series is directed
toward four groups of people — poets or fiction writers, undergraduate students, graduate students and professors.
Aside from professional writers, McMillen
said, an attempt is also made to have a
forum for students and professors to display
their work.
Already this semester, five authors have
attended poetry readings, including several
Pultizer-prize winning writers.

McMillen said the series has been quite
popular, with an average of 30 to 40 people
attending each reading, and on Oct. 30 over
100 people attended the reading given by
Doris Davenport, a new member of the department.
Other authors who have spoken this
semester include Philip O'Connor, director
of the University's creative writing program, and poet Lucien Stryk.
McMillen said she is very satisfied with
the series.
"I feel it is an active and vital part of the
program."
Tomorrow, Ken Pavia and John O'Connor,
graduate assistants in the creative writing
Srogram, will speak at 12:30 p.m. in 150A
erome Library.

University employees reached deep into their pockets
this year to aid people and
agencies needing the help of
the United Way.
According to University
United Way Campaign
Chairman Paul Kostyu, campus employees donated
$66,215 to the Greater Toledo
United Way fund drive, up
from $65,445 in 1986.
The Oct. 5 to Oct. 31 campaign exceeded its goal of
$66,000 and contributions may
continue to trickle in, Kostyu
said.
"This year's campaign is
the most successful in the
University's history," he
said.
The University contributed
to the success of the Greater
Toledo United Way campaign
that surpassed its $12.1 million goal by $2,638. This was a
7.5 percent or $839,819 increase over the 1986 campaign total, said Sally Clark,
director of marketing and
communications for the
Greater Toledo United Way.
"The success of the campaign
showed people want to give to
help others." she said. What
BGSU has done is terrific."
The number of University
donors, 862, was down this
year, but the average amount
of a donation increased. Donations of $76.81 were average, up from the $73 average
of last year's campaign.
Kostyu said fewer University employees were
probably the major reason
for fewer individual donations. He added the stock
market crash in the middle of
the campaign and questions

about new tax laws could
have affected the decline in
donors.
Instead of larger numbers
of employees donating
money, the campaign
received more donations of
over $300 to surpass their
goal, Kostyu said.
The successful campaign
would not have been possible,
according to Kostyu, without
the help of over 300 campus
volunteers.
"They put a lot of their own
time and effort into the campaign and every bit was
greatly appreciated," Kostyu
said.
All the time and money given to the United Way by
University employees will not
benefit just a few, far away
health and human service
agencies. The Greater Toledo
United Way includes Wood,
Lucas and Ottawa counties
along with the eastern portion
of Fulton County, and the
University receives benefits
from the United Way.
Last year, 1,848 University
employees or family members directly benefited from
the more than 170 programs
in 75 health and human service agencies supported by
the United Way.
Clark said 1,000 people in
the Greater Toledo area
benefit daily from the United
Way.
Agencies in Wood County
that receive United Way supCrt include The Link, the
ood County Cancer Society,
the Children's Resource
Center and the Sandusky Valley Domestic Violence Shelter.
"Funds are given to agencies based on program priority, funding needs and effectiveness," Clark said.
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TWO OUTSTANDING
V5U US/PRESENTS COMMITTEES!
Spotlight
Entertainment:

N.W. OHIO'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF
COMPACT DISCS

TRAVEL:

* Jill Blum
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Chris Eickhoff
Kathryn Kolb
Cindy Long
Dawn Mahoney
Kelly Sobeck
Lisa Zeck
Lori Andrews
Sandy Williams
Jeff Price
Pamela Furneaux

Barb Moeller
Joe Driehaus
Rhonda Stierhoff
Jennifer Sp,4Ur
Darcy Forver
Lisa Schwartz
Sheila Thomas
Lisa Stagger
Teri Bollie

DIRECTOR:

DIRECTOR:

Ellen
"Rookie"

Karen
"Trips! Trips! Trips!"
Hubert

Intermill
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HAVE A GREAT COMMITTEE WEEK, GUYS!

Attention Christmas Shoppers!
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Everyone likes a sale!
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the time is

NOW
Entire Stock
of
Sweaters
Pants
Skirts
Blazers

20%-50%
off

Many unlisted reductions!
Now open evenings till 9:00 p.m.
Mon thru Fri.
Visa
Master Cord
Welcome

OL Ponder PJ
525 Ridge St.

&
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352-6225
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¥
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¥
¥
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"Give the Gift of Music"
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¥
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¥
¥
BM24POX
¥
¥
¥
¥
DISTRIBUTED IN U.S.
BY POLYGRAM
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥ EASTERN BLOC is 0 bond mode up ol musical ronlrasls The
LONG DISTANCE CALLING is the debut solo album on
¥ three musicians wno moke up 'he group come from completely
PASSPORT'S POLYGRAM-disitibu'ed PARADOX label from Mid¥ di'tcen' cultures ond musical backgrounds
western pop powerhouse TOM CAUFlELD
^
TOM'S songwntmg or LONO DISTANCE CALLING e«h,b- ^
¥ IVAN KRAL cam from Chechoslovakia in 1968 close on the
its
an
uncanny
under
standing,
no'
to
mention
genuine,
deep
^r
ol the Soviet crockdown in his home country Alter working
¥ otheels
affection tor the class* pop song, stemming from childhood spent ^
Apple Records m New York. KRAL spent the 70s ploying with
¥ some ol the most notable figures on "veNY C music scene Me
immersed m the sounds ot S'a« Motown, and the BnMh Invo- ^
¥ wos on integral member ol punk pioneers, the Portie Smith
SK>n courtesy o' Detroit's CKIW While at college. TOM cult'his removable, d-stmctive voice and exceptional playing «K
¥ Group and recorded lour albums with them He went on 'o moke voted
abilities with a succession ot cover bands He then formed 'he ^*
two LP's with Iggy Pop. Soldier and Party, toured in support ol
¥ those
Roisms. one ot the first locon OC'S to ris« playing mostly originals. ^
then |omed John Waite lor his lirst solo recording
¥ MARKrecords,
Mis old bondmo'es recently resurfoced as The Bears with one ^
SIDGWICK was bom ond roised in Englond. educated
¥ ot Onlord ond wos m the lorelront ol much ol the British new
time producer Adrian Be'ew filling Ml tor TOM
^K
LONO DISTANCE CALLING has a decepweiy straight- ^
¥ wove through the 70s ploying with the Boylnends. Toyah and
toward immediately appealing pop suffoce tho' hos mviied ^r
& 'he Itolions. Alter arriving in the Stotes. MARK recorded
¥ Holly
componson wtth fellow midwestem rocker John Meilencomp But ^
with Joe King Corrasco. Peorl Horbor. Beat Rodoo ond Paul
¥ Butterlield FRANKIE LAROCKA is o Stolen Island native who
TOM. In his own words. "Is no Mr Jeon Jacket. Singing ou' m ^
the weed fields" As w.thR.E.M. beneath'hesurtocethererson ^C
¥ drummed with David Hohonsen. Potty SmythA Scandal. Bryan
unusuoi degree of emotional commitmen' ond introspection go- ■•■
¥ Adorns and John Waite He also appeared on the early Bon
mg on CAUFlELD has tned to trans'ote the "spiritual language" ^w
"Runowoy"
¥ hit.EASTERN
he finds m the so-called "trosh culture" of writers like Bukowski ^
BLOC was born when IVAN met MARK in a Man¥ hotten 'ecording
and film director Oovid "Eraserheod" Lynch, into the mainstream ^^
studio where 'hey were bo'h working o^ separ¥ ate protects The pair formed an immediote friendship tho' blospop mi,sK idiom. Not unlike New Zealond's Crowded House, ^
TOM hos mode a w.de variety of styles peculiarly (to soy the ■■
in'o o songwriting partnership. Eventually, 'hey enlisted
¥ somed
least) his own. using 'he mony tongues to speak m One Voice. ^
services ol LAROCKA In mid-85 and EASTERN BLOC wos In
¥ the
on intently personal vision.
.
business. Meanwhile, in July 1985. John Waite covered a
¥ KRAl/SiDGWlCK song "Every Step ol the Way" lor his Mask ol
LONO DISTANCE CALLINO provides a refreshing chonge fj
from both the didoctic obscurantism of much current under- yl
¥ Smiles LP The single h.i Billboard Top 30. leodmg to a lucrative
ground rock and the blank, blond imgles thot seem to pass to At
deol which provided 'he trio wi'h 'he lime and money
¥ publishing
"popular'music.
^
write, rehearse ond record, resulting in their sell-produced
¥ tomini-IP
Well to Well which received considerable college
¥ airplay It was through this record that EASTERN BLOC came to
¥
¥ the attention ol PASSPORT RECORDS who signed them in the
¥
¥ Spring ol 1967
¥
¥
A/lon.-Thurs.
9am 10pm ¥
¥
Fri.-Sat.
9am-midnight
¥ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK Sundays Uam-7pm
¥
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Office helps in
apartment hunt

Glick a loyal Falcon fan
BGSCJ announcer has been calling shots for 12 years
by Debbie Hippie
reporter

"I enjoy my job very much and the
people I work with."

You may not recognize Tom
Click's face, but his voice may
be as familiar as your mother's
if vou are a devotee of Falcon
athletics.
Glick has announced almost
every home football, basketball and hockey game for
over 10 years
For nearly 15 years, Glick.

--Tom Glick
executive associate director of
the Office of Admissions, has
been involved in University
sports.
Graduating from the University in 1965 with a degree in
English and speech education,
Glick has seemingly dedicated

himself to the city of Bowling
Green.
Although he taught at Whitmer High School in Toledo, he
came back to the University in
1969 as an admissions counselor. His wife teaches at Bowling Green High School where

Tom Glick

BG News 'Mark Thalm.in

by BUI Frandecy
reporter

his son is a student.
"I love it. I enjoy my job
very much and the people I
work with," he said.
In the early 1970s Glick became the assistant athletic director to Jim Croon. When
Croon's duties as promotion director became too much, Glick
took over his position as public
announcer.
As a result of his involvement as a PA, Glick has
been master of ceremonies at
banquets, presentations and
awards programs, and has
served as president of the Falcon Club Advisory Board.
He has also been asked on
occasion to fill in for the University of Michigan's and the
University of Toledo's announcers. These substitutions have
taken him to the Mid-Am Basketball Tour for both teams, although he said he remains
loyalto the Falcons.
Being a PA is hard work, he
said. Announcers are required
to be at every home game. For
the Falcons, this includes five
football games, about 20 basketball games, and between 22
and 24 hockey games a year.
He also does the annual ice
show and several high school
tour games.
In the 12 years Glick has
been announcing, he has met
hockey teams from the Soviet
Union, the Polish National
Team, and the basketball
teams from Denmark and Czechoslovakia. Also, in the late
1970s he announced a lacrosse
game between the Falcons and
the Australian National Team.
With all of the various performers and world-known
skaters passing through Bowling Green, Glick said he has
found the announcing he does
"tremendously interesting."

Students looking for a place to live off-campus have a source of
help on campus — the Office of Off-Campus Housing.
Located on the fourth floor of the Student Services Building, the office provides lists of available places to live. The service is free.
"we provide students with information," Barbara Limes, OffCampus Housing secretary, said. "From that point on, it's their responsibility."
The listings include rentals, subleases and people looking for
roommates.
"During the summer and January, we get a lot of students looking
for roommates," Limes said.
An almost equal number of men and women use the office, she
said.
"Last year, from May to August, we had 509 women and 541 men.
From January to April, we had387 women and 340 men," she said.
Students interested in giving information to the service can go to
the office, and they should inform the office if they find what they
needed,she said.
"Probably 60 to 70 percent of students let us know, but if after 30
days they don't tell us to renew, their name goes off the list automatically," Limes said.
The office is also responsible for the annual housing fair held in
January.
"Last year, we had over 800 students attend the fair," Limes said.
"The fair features different rental agencies, firemen and other experts who can answer questions and give students information."

Group helps to
end eating ills
two groups. The first group,
consisting of 14 women, is for
eating disorder victims. About
half of the members are students. Most are being counseled
for anorexia nervosa and bulimia, Levona Schall, pastor of
the Agape Church ana director
of the group, said.
Bulimia is a disorder which
drives its victims to pursue a
dangerous cycle of binging on
food and then trying to prevent
weight gain by either forcing
themselves to vomit or taking
laxatives.
c: See Eating, page 6.

by Tracy Richards
reporter

Almost half of all Americans
have erratic eating patterns,
and many are classified as
having an eating disorder.
Those who suffer from eating
disorders are very often middleclass, over-achieving, teen-age
females.
One organization in Bowling
Green, the Agape Eating Disorder Group, tries to help people
with severe eating problems.
The Agape group is actually

*FREE ADMISSION .
WITH THIS AD

I ALL YOU CAN EAT I
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BBQ RIBS

INTERNATIONALLY
FAMOUS

£

A COLORFUL
AND WIDE SELECTION
OF SWEATERS...
sweats, pants, shirts
skirts, jackets accessories
EXPERIENCE THE UNITED COLORS OF

I

RIBS

S
4:30-7:00 p.m.

RIBS
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Thursday - ALL-MALE REVIEW"
featuring from Cleveland - ESCORT*
DOORS OPEN
7:00

. .! $3.50

ADMISSION.

THE PHEASANT IIOOM 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION ?£
Pomido Marketplace
Franklin Park Mall

(expires 12-3-87)

No Reservations accepted for these Specials
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Food Coupons accepted 4:30 - 7 00 p.m. daily
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Phi Eta Sigma

SHOWTIME
8:00 to 10:00
LADIES- $3.00

MEN- 81.00

THE FUNDRINKERY
382- 1386 B
■■■■■■■"

1532 S. Byrne
*■■■■■■■■■■

Howard's Club H
210 N. Main

Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifcxals

$7988 $||988
For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money.

Burlington Optica
1955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania
472-1113

StSnL
352-2533

NIKE
KATON

Contact Steve Buehrer
at 372-6740

ATTENTION
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
The following student organizations wore registered with the
University and the Office of Student Activities & Orientation
last year, but have failed to re-register, as required by the
Student Code, for the 1987-88 academic year. If any of the
groups listed below are currently active on campus, a representative should contact the office at 405 Student Services or
372-2843, as soon as possible for registration information.
Accounting Club

Johovah's Witnesses

Agap. Christian Fellowship

Kappa Delta Pi

Alpha Eta Rho

Omego Phi Alpha

American Ch.mical Society
Student Affiliates
Arnold Air Society
Associated Cnerol Contractors
Bacchus

Recreation Majors Association
Soccer Club - Men's

BAND UPDA TES NOW ON BG 5
HOWARD'S IS A DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

>^

3&.
^ ^

Society for Creative Anochronism
Society for Technical Communication
Speech Teom'Forensics

Compus Democrats

Sport Management Club

Christians in Communication

Student Arts Association

College Republican Club

Student Physlcol Th.ropy Organization

Contact Ministries

Theto Alpha Phi

Co-operativ. Education Club

Undergraduate Gerontological Association

Eotmg Disorders Alliance

University Performing Dancers

• Homing

Economics Club

Users of the Apple II Series

(enter for AcKkmn Optioni
231 Adminitrinon
S724202

Gomma lota Sigma

4S^

&

Bowling Green Review

Fraternity Monoo.m«it Club

No Cover
Thursday - Saturday
December 3-5

Book Scholarship Applications
Are Still Available.
Deadline Dec. 7. 1987

Two Pairs,
One Price!

MEN ADMITTED
10:00

Weight Club

■ Full-time internship in your major
• 12 I" hi- credit

• Support Service!

CALL TODAY!
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CIA recruiting protested
Students demonstrate in effort to stop crimes and atrocities'
by Tim Maloney
staff reporter

Protesters at an anti-CIA rally
in the Union Oval yesterday
claimed victory when CIA recruiters failed to show for their
scheduled recruiting sessions.
The protesters had planned to
march to the placement office in
the Student Services Building
where the CIA was scheduled to
hold interviews.
"We are very pleased to say
that, due to student disinterest,
the CIA is not recruiting on
campus today," David Landry,
organizer of the rally, said.
"We're not marching over (to
the placement office) because
the CIA didn't show up."
Joann Kroll, director of
placement services, said the
CIA's failure to show had nothing to do with student interest.
"They didn't show up at all
because they had a schedule
change. It had nothing to do with
the students," Kroll said. "We
knew weeks ago that they weren't coming. Had the protesters
double-checked their schedules
they would have known they
weren't coming."
Kroll said the CIA recruiter
will conduct interviews as
scheduled today.
Protesters held anti-CIA signs
and chanted, "Stop the CIA."
One sign read, "Join the CIA,
travel to exotic lands, meet interesting people, and kill them."
"Because the University is
committed to higher education,
we do not feel we should allow
this gangsterism on campus,"
said Jose Luna, member of the
Progressive Student Organization.

RG News/Mark Thalman
Eric Morgan, sophomore German major, demonstrates against the CIA
in the Union Oval. "I am disgusted with what the CIA is doing." he said.
"There is no need for the CIA to even be in existence." The rally attracted
about 30 people.

The CIA has met with similar
protests in their recruitment
efforts at universities across the
country. At Ohio State, students
attempted to block CIA recruiters from entering the building they were to use for interviews.

"We're all part of a nationwide effort to get the CIA off
campus," said Kevin Keefe, a
representative of Students for
Peace and Disarmament at Ohio
State. "If they're using university facilities to recruit students
for their crimes and atrocities,
that's what we're against."
Steven Ludd, political science
professor, disagreed with his fellow protesters and said the CIA
should be allowed to recruit on
campus. He said the CIA should
be held accountable for their actions and that students should be
educated and left to make their
own choice.
"Anybody who watched Ollie
North knows the CIA is not accountable," Ludd said. Bill Milligan, a member of the Social
Justice Committee, said a typical recruit is one who does not
understand the nature of the
CIA.
"We want to make students
think twice before giving their
lives away to the CIA," Milligan
said.
Donald McQuarie, an associate professor of sociology, cited
the case of a 1973 coup in Chile to
illustrate the atrocities of the
CIA. McQuarie said the CIA
overthrew the government of
President Salvador Allende, killing him and his top general. Also
killed in the coup, McQuarie
said, was Charles Horman, an
innocent American living in
Chile.
"I know there are students on
campus who feel the CIA would
be a wise career choice, but before they do they should consider Charles Horman and Salvador Allende," McQuarie said.
Diane Docis, a member of the
Peace Coalition, said, "We want
students to hear both sides of the
story... They've heard the CIA's
side, but we want them to hear
about what the CIA doesn't tell
them."

BUSINESS!

Safety.
: J Continued from page 1.
developed," he said. *'I think we're in good shape, getting better. We haven't had a serious injury in this building.
Clemans added, however, that safety can be a special problem for the University.
"You have to recognize the unique situation that a university
is in. It has two responsibilities — teaching and researching,"
he said. "In teaching we're dealing with known procedures, but
inexperienced people. Inexperienced people, by their very
nature, are a hazard.
"In research we have experienced people working with the
unknown. The unknown is always dangerous."
Clemans said the University will never rid itself of these hazards. He said almost everyone in chemistry has experienced
or seen an accident. Clemans calls these accidents "war stories."
"Everybody hears war stories. Hazards do exist," he said.
"I feel confident that we're doing what can be done. You can't
minimize it to zero, just like you can't have zero danger crossing the street."
One "war story" in the University chemistry department is
the pouring of waste chemicals down the drain.
Aaron McNeill, junior chemistry major, said he is concerned
that some students do not use the proper waste bottles.
"I've seen people just dump waste chemicals down the sink.
It's no secret when someone does it," he said. "It's dangerous
for the water supply."
Clemans acknowledged that students may pour waste chemicals down the drain.
"I expect some do. In a large lab, there may be a few students that do. Given the fact that they were told to put it (the
waste chemical) in the bottles, if they don't, well, that's human
error," he said.
Jon Drescher, superintendent of the Water Pollution Control
Division of Bowling Green, said the chemicals dumped down
the drain in the Physical Sciences Building nave yet to cause a
problem for the water supply.
"Does it affect the drinking water? No. Does it affect the
waste water? Probably not," he said. "At this time, I do not see
it as a significant problem. That may change in the future.
"I have discussed this with the environmental safety over
there and they seem to have tightened up controls. The amount
of things that are dumped out over there are either not toxic
enough or too small an amount to affect the water supply."
Another common "war story" among chemistry students
occurs when reaction vessels are superheated and boil over
violently. Also a result of human error, superheated reactants
shoot out the top of the vessel when students fail to put boiling
stones into liquids being heated.
Boiling stones, Clemans said, are used to bring a liquid to a
boil. When a liquid is heated past its boiling temperature, it can
become superheated, create pressure, and eventually blow the
glass cap off the top of the vessel.
"The person next to me in organic lab, his reaction vessel
exploded and I was about five feet away. It splattered everywhere, glass, it just shot to the ceiling," McNeill said. "We
were reheating and he didn't put a new boiling stone in it. He
just left his old ones in there."
McNeill does not blame the faculty or the chemistry department for problems such as chemicals poured down the drain or
boiling stone accidents.
"You're never going to reduce hazards to zero — not in the
home, not at the University," Clemans said.

DAYS ONLY
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
DECEMBER 4-5
10:00 AAA TO 10:00 P.M.

is looking for an enthusiastic person to become our Exhibits
Director. You can gain valuable experience planning,
arranging and conducting a variei/ of sales and exhibits.

0

Applications are available in the UAO office and are due

OFF

Friday, December 4 by 4:00 p.m.

FAMOUS-NAME
NATIONAL BRANDS

It's Not Too Late to Get Involved!

Don't gamble with your resume
Play a sure hand with
University Graphic Arts Services
Experience
Price
Quality
Convenience

Graphic Arts Services has what it takes to make you and your resume
a winner. We've done thousands in the past few years. Let us do
yours.

211 West Hall

372-7418

JUNIOR JEANS
MEN'S JEANS
YOUNG MEN'S SEPARATES
DRESSES
JEWELRY
MEN'S SHOES
MISSES' SPORTSWEAR
HALF SIZE SPORTSWEAR
LUGGAGE
BLOUSES
MEN'S SUITS
PETITE SPORTSWEAR
SPORTING APPAREL
WOMEN'S SHOES
JUNIORS
CAREER SPORTSWEAR
WOMEN'S ACCESSORIES
JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR
MEN'S ACCESSORIES
SHOES
FOR HIM
FOR HER
SUNDAY 12-5
DAILY 10-10

JC PENNEY
WOODLAND MALL
BOWLING GREEN
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Ride into Churchill's
For Your Holiday Specials
Reiter French
Onion Dip

Mike-Sell's
Potato Chips
12 oz. $1.49

TTMW?»

16 oz. 99*

Citrus Hill
Orange Juice
Reg. or Plus Calcium
$1.69

Blue Bonnet
2 lb. Soft spread

'umpfcllTomato

iMagarine

Campbell's
Tomato Soup
10% oz. can 3/89*

Downy
Fabric Softener

64 oz. $2.29

£

\ \

7-up, Diet 7-up
Cherry 7-up
2-16 oz. 6 pks.
$3.29

RC Cola &
Diet Rite
2 liters 79* ea

Coke, Diet Coke
Sprite
12 pk cans $2.99

$1.09

Keebler
Town House
Crackers
16oz. $1.69

Joy
Dishwashing
Soap
22 oz. $1.09

Campbell's
Wm Quaker
Tomato Juice T*^ Granola Bars
46 oz. can 79*..**\. 8 oz. pkg. $1.59

La Yogurt
6 oz. cup
2/79*

Kleenex
Facial Tissues
175 count 89*

Tony's
Microwave
Pizza Bread
5.7-6.5 oz. $1.39

D Continued from page 1.
Newman will arrive in Tokyo on
the "auspicious date" of Dec. 7,
the anniversary of the Japanese
bombing of Pearl Harbor.
He will fly to Hong Kong and
travel by river to Chanton,
China. Then he will travel bytrain or plane, because the
Chinese have few cars, to his
first stop at the Central South
University of Technology in
Changsha in the province of
Hunan.
He said he will spend 2V4
weeks lecturing in Changsha,
and then he will spend 2^4 weeks
at the Northeast Technical University in Shenyang. He will also
spend two days in the capital
Beiiing.
Newman said he has never
lectured to a nonEnglish-speaking audience before, and he is concerned about
how well his jokes will do once
translated into Chinese.
The Chinese will pay for his
expenses while he is within their
borders, but he has to raise
money for his trip to and from
China.
He calculated the Chinese will
pay about $4,000 for his stay. In a
nation where the average per
capita income is $400, he said he
will cost them what an average
citizen makes in 10 years, so he
is not surprised that they can't
pick up the whole bill.
Newman has applied to the
College of Arts and Sciences, the
Graduate College and the President's office for the $1,600 he
needs for airfare.
He said his wife might join
him for several weeks if he can
afford it.
Newman said he believes his
invitation is a good sign and an
indication of China's new openness and desire to progress.

Eating.
D Continued from page 4.
"Anorexia nervosa is a disorder
in which the victim attempts to
diet so severely that 15 percent
of anorexics die of starvation,"
Schall said.
The second part of the Agape
group is a support group of family, friends ana roommates. This
group learns how to deal with
eating disorders which many
experts describe as a slow form
of suicide.
"The main focus of the group
is to reach out and help each
other," Schall said. "The group
hopes to encourage victims to
acknowledge their problem and
to seek professional help."
Many experts believe the most
effective form of rehabilitation
is hospitalization. When hospitalized, an eating disorder patient
can be closely regulated and can
receive the one-on-one care that
support grouDS cannot offer.

White Cloud
• Toilet Tissue
4 roll pk. $1.09

Frozen Foods

Samjee

Nabisco
Cookies & Fudge
11V4 oz. $1.19

Franco American
Spaghetti's
14V& oz. can
3/$1.29

mm

Old El Paso
Burritos
^mr&msfxic
5 oz. ea. 69*

Nabisco
Ritz Bits
9oz. $1.49

Newman__

^
(SWANSON)
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laturday,
December 12
9a.m. - 5p.m.
Eppler Center
* Downhill
* Cross Country
* Ski Clothing

Swanson
Breakfast Biscuits
4.4-6.2 oz. 99*

Unsafe & unusable equipment
will be discouraged.

Ski Racing Team
members tor more info.
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Sara Lee
Snack Cakes
4-6 count $1.99

Tree Sweet
Orange Juice
12 oz. can 99*

Ornaments j
S for Christmas

Churchill's
On* 4 oz. wt. pkg. Mozxorella Of Cheddar

Hunt's
Tomato Sauce

Spartan
Shredded Cheese

Limit one coupon per family, pleote
Coupon effective thru Sunday, UKtmbtr 6, 1987
Redeemable ot

Limit on* coupon per family, pleaie
Coupon effective mtu Sunday, December 6, 1987
Redeemable at
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Divestment issue rages on
by Ron Fritz
editor

University organizations are urging
the Bowling Green State University
Foundation to divest its holdings in
companies doing business in South
Africa, but its current policy is unlikely
to change, according to Foundation
board members.
At its last meeting, Oct. IS, the Foundation discussed the issue of divestment
and chose not to change its policy, said
Dwight Burlingame, vice president for
University relations and secretary to
the Foundation.
Last spring, the Foundation said it
would divest its holdings in five of 40
companies doing business in South
Africa. It developed a policy at that
time which states "no new investments
will be made in companies doing business in South Africa, unless the company is judged to be working to eliminate laws and customs that impede political and social justice and follow a policy of nondiscrimination."
It also said, "the investment committee will periodically review the situation with an eye toward recommending
further action as deemed appropriate.

No action slated
Action won't be taken by the Foundation before its next meeting in May,
Burlingame said.
"It is too hard to predict," Burlingame said. "I'm sure the Foundation will
continue to consider the issue.''
However, Disraeli Hutton, president
of the Progressive Student Organization, said total divestment immediately
is the only way for the Foundation to
make a positive statement to students.
"The Foundation is, in effect, supporting the most bankrupt, immoral
system in the world — apartheid," Hutton said. "Cities, states and universities
have divested. Why can't the Foundation divest? Nobody supports them in
this issue."
Ashel Bryan, president of the BGSU
Foundation, said the difference between the Foundation and PSO is the
debate of whether divestment will actually help end apartheid.
"We're all against apartheid. It's a
terrible, terrible thing and we want to
change it too," Bryan said. "That
brings in the question of divestment.
Will divesting do any good? That is
where our differences rest.
"Divestment will and has hurt blacks
in South Africa. When IBM left the
country, blacks lost pay, benefits and
were put in a different class of citizens.
If we felt divestment would end apartheid, we would do it."
Bryan said he has based his opinion
on a variety of sources, including a New

York Times article by Alan Cowell and
the "Statement of Derek Bok on Investment Policy." Bok is the president
of Harvard University.
Cowell's story, after years of
research in South Africa, suggests that
"by selling their business to local
buyers, American companies are maintaining licensing arrangements and
contracts to supply components and
thereby earning money without the political hazards of direct investment.
"So far, the departures have tended
to benefit the barons of corporate power
in South Africa, rather than the black
majority divestment was supposed to
help."
A portion of Bok's statement reads,
"Even apart from the social constraints
on universities, I do not believe that we
can know enough about the future of a
distant country to insist to the point of
public boycott that American companies will do more for black South
Africans by leaving the country than by
remaining and instituting better employment and social conditions."

business in South Africa, Burlingame
said.
Burlingame said the reasons for such
a decline is the divestment of companies not on the top of the Sulliva:i
Principles rating scale per action of toe
board at its May 1987 meeting and by
companies leaving South Africa on
their own. IBM. Ford and General
Motors, among others, have stopped doing business there, Burlingame said.
A PSO divestment resolution states
"the continuing investment in the remaining companies continue to provide
financial resources and political support for the apartheid regime of Pre-

Scholarships risked
If the Foundation chooses to divest, it
may or may not be a step in tearing
down apartheid. But it certainly will go
a long way in ruining the delicate
system the Foundation has for raising
money for the University's students,
Bryan said.
The amount of scholarship money the
Foundation would risk by divesting its
holdings could be larger than the
amount it has invested in companies doing business in South Africa.
Bryan estimated the amount at "tens
of thousands of dollars." However, Bur-

Divestment:
A University divided

Olscamp says divest
The statement by Bok, issued in 1984.
is opposite of University President Paul
Olscamp's view on divestment.
In a letter to Burlingame dated
March 3, 1987, Olscamp based his decision to urge the board to divest on
threepoints:
■There is little or no possibility that
our continued collective presence and
consequent influence in South Africa
will materially change the present
unacceptable state of affairs there.
■The probability of a racially-based
civil war in South Africa now appears to
be very high, with no visible chance for
a reversal of the trend.
■If such a war is to be fought, then
there will be more violence and bloodshed the longer it is postponed, if only
because the opposing sides are continually arming themselves.
"I have reluctantly come to believe
that the first two points are true, and
that the third point is likely. Therefore,
and with deep misgivings, I conclude
that we should divest," Olscamp said in
the letter.
Bryan said the board has considered
Olscamp's views.
"Because of his position, it causes us
to study the issue better and closer," he
said. "We have to be more sure. We
have and we are."
Since May 13,1987, when the Foundation had $750,000 invested in 40 companies doing business in South Africa
and then divested of five of those, the
number of companies doing business in
South Africa has declined.
As of Sept. 30, 1987, the Foundation
held in common stocks approximately
$162,000 in 17 companies that are doing

South Africa
toria — a support that allows the
government to prevent 23 million
Blacks from exercising the basic right
to vote."
Hutton said the black leaders in South
Africa, including Archbishop Desmond
Tutu and Winnie Mandela, have asked
for world-wide support of divestment.
"We are supporting their call," Hutton said. "They are asking the people of
the world to call on the companies to
withdraw from there.
"Investments are providing funds for
politicians and the regime that support
the government there. We need to withdraw that support. It's the first step in
wrecking the system."

lingame said the figure could easily be
over $100,000 and was as much as
$250,000 at one time.
Marathon Oil, in Findlay, was the
first major corporation to set apolicy
concerning gifts to universities. The policy, instituted last year, states Marathon Oil will not give gifts to an institution if the institution has set a policy restricting it from investing in stock in its
parent company, USX.
If Marathon stopped giving money to
the University, WBGU-TV Channel 27
would suffer the most because Marathon Oil sponsors two programs on the
station. Burlingame estimated the loss
could be nearly $50,000 to WBGU-TV.

Hutton said the University is comKomising its position by being held at
e will of big business.
"Again, if it means the loss of scholarship money versus the impoverishment of 23 million blacks, the answer should be simple," Hutton said.
"There are people suffering. It has to be
stopped."
However, Bryan said if the Foundation believed apartheid could be ended
by divestment, it would divest and give
up the scholarship money and aid.

PSO demands action
On Oct. 12, PSO submitted a list of
demands to the Foundation and re?uested a response by Oct. 20. The
oundation didn't respond, Hutton said.
The demands included:
■A complete report of the BGSU
Foundation s actions since it announced
the limited divestment policy in May
1987.
a. An account of how many companies have been affected by this limited divestment action.
b. An account of how much money
was involved in this partial divestment.
c. Statements indicating whether this
money has been reinvested in other
companies doing business in South
Africa.
d. A statement of the actual date the
limited divestment action was implemented.
■Full and complete divestment of all
holdings in companies doing business in
South Africa.
■A timetable for the immediate implementation of a plan for full divestment.
■A special meeting of the PSO and
the BGSU Foundation.
"We have re-submitted our demands," Hutton said. "If they are serious, we want them to address these
points. We want them to tell us exactly
what the situation is."
For the time being, the situation will
stay where it was at the last Foundation
meeting. Bryan said the position of the
Foundation is clear until at least the
May meeting.
"We could take the easy way out, like
Ohio State did, and bow to pressure," he
said. "But the Board believes working
toward the elimination of apartheid
within the country is more effective
than withdrawing. We have made it
clear that racism is immoral and, in
particular, that the system of government is South Africa is indefensible."
Hutton said PSO would like to force
the Foundation to bow to pressure. At
least 12 organizations on campus, including the Faculty Senate, have urged
divestment.
"As the pressure increases, they will
divest," Hutton said. "The pressure is
mounting, and we won't back down."

City love spurs Bryan Goal misinterpreted
by Ron Fritz
editor

Ashel Bryan had graduated
from the University only one
year earlier when he was asked
to make his first donation to his
alma mater—he gave a dime.
That dime has increased to
countless dollars and hours
spent on behalf of the UniversityIn his current position as
Cident of the Bowling Green
i University Foundation, a
separate, non-private foundation supporting the University,
he must try to gather financial
backing in the form of grants for
research and scholarship aid to
the students.
He said he works towards the
improvement of the University
because of what it did for him.
"I feel they gave me the ability to express myself verbally,"
Bryan said. "It gave me the
ability to also express through

Ashel Bryan

graphs and charts. Most importantly, it gave me selfconfidence."
That confidence has led him to
become chairman of the board
of the Mid-American National
Bank and Trust Company. He
was chief executive officer, but
is easing into retirement.
Bryan joined the predecessor
of Mid-American National Bank
and Trust Company when it had
$1.7 million in total assets and
worked with others to have it
grow to $232 million.
His relationship with the University is long and prosperous.
He married a Bowling Green
girl, Dorothy liber, in 1943, and
has been here ever since.
He served on the Board of
Trustees from 1965-76, and was
chairman from 1973 to 1974. The
University named its recital hall
"Bryan Recital Hall." Bryan
was named distinguished alumnus in 1982 and since 1985, he has
served on the Foundation.
"I kept going back to the Uni-

tUwt/Rob Upton

versity as I became involved in
the community," Bryan said.
"The University is the number
one community endeavor. Without the University, the community wouldn't be what it is today."
As a student, he not only fell in
love with a BG girl, but also the
community.
' At a young age, he learned the
value of family and work. The
Depression hurt his family, and
he scratched and clawed to get
through college.
"Through scholarships, my
own work and gifts from others,
I was able to get through college," Bryan said. "My family
background was of great importance to me because I saw my
father economically destroyed
by the Depression and he refused bankruptcy. He paid all
his debts completely before he
died."
"My mother insisted, though
we couldn't afford it, that I go to
college," he said. "My family,
college and military background
all taught me very important
lessons that have led to any success I've had."
That is why Bryan works so
hard to aid students. He said he
knows what it is like to pay for a
college education.
"Every kid should have the
opportunity to go to college," he
said. "I firmly believe that. With
a good education, you have the
opportunity to reach any goal
you set."
He said he would hate to see a
legislature or government body
dictate what a campus can or
cannot do.
"The campus must remain
very open and with fairness on
all issues," Bryan said. "We're
missing that fairness on the
divestment issue and I have a
deep, deep concern about that."
Bryan said be has learned a
lot In his 66 years, but nothing
more important than to admit
when you are wrong.
"I worry that I might be
wrong," he said. "If I'm proven
wrong, I'll change on any issue.
There are two sides to every issue."

by Ron Fritz
editor

The Bowling Green State University Foundation was formed to support the University, according to Dwight Burlingame, secretary to the
Foundation ana vice president of University relations.
He said there are certain things which donated money can be used for as defined by the
state.
"Really the only reason we're separate from
the University is because of state law," Burlingamesaid. "We are a notvprof it organization
for receiving private gifts, we're chartered by
law to do that.''
Some student groups believe the Foundation
is very closely Bed to the University and so
shoula listen to student representatives.
The relationship between the Foundation and
the University is blatant, said Disraeli Hutton,
t of the Progressive Student Organiza" When they tell us that the Foundation has no
links to the University, it is a farce," he said.
"That just isn't so."
The reasons outlined by PSO are simple, Hutton said
■The Foundation is set up by the University's Board of Trustees.
■Tie secretary is one of the five vice presidents at the University.
■The activities of the Foundation assist the
■The Foundation uses the name of BGSU in
its title.
"It is clear to us, there is a direct connection," Hutton said.
Burlingame said his services are provided by
the University because there is a "logical liason
between the Foundation and this office (University relations)."
In addition to Burlingame, University Presdent Paul Olscamp; Ralph Wolfe, Faculty Senate chair; Beth Heck, representative of the
Alumni Association and Richard Newlove,
member of the Board of Trustees, are also
m+nilws of the Foundation.
Members of the Foundation can nominate
any candidates to the board, Burlingame said.
There Is a preference for people who support
the University, "with a strong emphasis on financial support."
Members of the Foundation serve four-year
terms with four members' terms expiring each
yea* and replaced by four new members.
Here are brief sketches UtwrentFoondntion
!■—hers fill when their term enetres.
■Ashel Bryan, president. Bryan u the

chairman of the board of the Mid-American
National Bank and Trust Co. His term ends
Fall, 1968.
■Harold McMaster. first vice president
McMaster is the chairman of Perrysburg's
Glasstech Inc. His term ends Fall, 1968.
■Mary Wolfe, vice president She is an art
consultant out of Perrysburg. Wolfe's term expires Fall, 1988.
■William Lloyd, treasurer. Lloyd is the director and secretary-treasurer of Winxeler
Stamping Company, Montpelier. His term explresFafl, 1990.
■Dwight Burlingame, secretary. He is a
University vice president for relations.
■Paul Olscamp, University member to the
Foundation. He is the University President.
■Richard Newlove, Board of Trustee member. He Is rice president of Newlove Realty in
Bowline Green.
■Ralph Wolfe, faculty member. He is the
chair of Faculty Senate.
■Beth Heck, University Alumni Association
member. Heck is the president of Kennedy
Printing in Findlay.
■H. Ann Greene, at-large member. She is retired and keeps a home in Florida and in Bryan.
Her term expires Fall, 1988.
■ Richard Seaman, at-large member. Senman is the president of the Seaman Corp. in
Wooster. His term expires Fall, 1966.
■Harold Davis, at-large member. Davis is
the vice president-treasurer of The Blade of
Toledo. He term expires Fall, 1969.
■Joseph Ross, at-large member. Ross works
for Exploration Energy of Cortland and is the
chair of the Foundation's Investment committee. His term expires Fall, 1969.
■Thomas Fairhurst, at-large member. He Is
the rice president of corporate affairs of tint
Dana Corp., Toledo. His term expires Fall, 1M.
■Charles Perry, at-large member. Perry b
tile president and CEO of the Friedkin Ceaftpanies, Houston, Texas. His term expires Pall,
■Charles Shanklin, at-large member. Hss
term expries Fall, 1990.
■Nancy Secor, at-large member. Her term
expires Fall, 1910.
■Edgar Ingram HI, at-large member. He is
the president and CEO of White Castle!
Inc.,Columbus. His term expire* Fall __
■Robert Ludwte, at-large member. Chafeman of the board, L-K Motels Inc., Marion. Hb
term expires Fall, 199L
■Mary Primrose, aUarge member. She fat
bomstwife in Fan-view Park. Her term exafi
FalLlMl.
■ lemon Tncker Jr., at-Jarge member Be
works In person**! at Ford Motor Cetsnaw
DeartonCMJch. His term eaplTeaf^MET'
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Jet crash lead explored
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) - Officials
sought the identities yesterday of an Asian
couple who took poison rather than be questioned about a jetliner that may have been
bombed. The woman revived for a time, but
said nothing.
The man died of the poison concealed in
the filters of cigarettes in a pack the woman
carried. Both carried forged Japanese passports and were detained Tuesday at the
Bahrain airport before boarding a flight to
Rome via Amman, Jordan.
They flew from Baghdad to Abu Dhabi on
the South Korean jetliner, which disappeared Sunday near the Burma-Thailand
frontier with 115 people aboard. A search
continued yesterday for the Boeing 707,
which South Korean officials believe was
destroyed by a terrorist bomb.
In Tokyo, police said they were investigating possible links between the disappearance of Korean Air Flight 858 and a
1985 North Korean spy ring case in Japan.
Takao Natsume, Japan's acting ambassador to Bahrain, said the woman regained

consciousness for about two hours before
noon yesterday but slipped back into "an
aggravated condition" without talking.
Since then there had been "no sign of progress in her condition," which he described
as "very serious," Natsume told a news conference.
Neither Japanese nor South Korean officials were admitted to the military hospital
where she was under guard. Bahrain security officials, however, allowed Japanese diplomats to obtain pictures and fingerprints of
the woman and her male companion, who
apparently were traveling as father and
daughter.
Their false passports identified the man as
Shinichi Hacniya, 69, and the woman as
Mayumi Hacniya, 27, both of Okayama,
Japan. The real Shinichi Hacniya was found
later in Tokyo, where he works for a computer company.
Available evidence indicated the two were
members of the Korean community in Japan
and possibly connected with groups sympathetic to communist North Korea.

Authorities in this Persian Gulf sheikdom
Sut a lid on information about the case,
apanese sources said some Japanese travelers, including businessmen and journalists, were being denied the customary
72-hour entry visas.
Japan Air Lines advised Japanese against
traveling to Bahrain without a prearranged
visa, the sources said.
Sources in Seoul, capital of South Korea,
said the poison swallowed by the couple was
cyanide. Natsume would not comment on
that or respond to several other questions.
He also refused comment on reports by
Japanese sources, who spoke on condition
they not be identified, that a jurisdictional
dispute appeared to be developing between
Japan and South Korea over the case.
The Japanese are involved because of the
forged passports and indications the couple
lived in Japan. In Seoul, a Foreign Ministry
spokesman said South Korea would ask that
the woman be extradited for questioning
about the vanished jetliner.

W. Germany to up spending
New plan to ease U.S. deficit, increase foreign goods demand
BONN, West Germany (AP)
— After weeks of pressure from
the United States to expand its
slow-growing economy, the
West German government yesterday approved a plan that
would sharply increase domestic spending.
The move is designed to boost
the demand for foreign goods
here, thus helping ease the huge
U.S. trade deficit and bolster the
falling dollar.
The Finance and Economics
ministries released a statement
announcing approval of the
plan, which provides an extra
$13.1 billion for domestic spending. Officials were expected to
discuss the decision later with
reporters.

The plan, drawn up by key
ministers on Tuesday, is likely
to be followed later in the week
by a one-half percentage point
cut in the West German central
bank's important discount rate,
said a senior government official.
"I would not be at all surprised if there is a strong signal
given" when the bank^ independent governing board meets
today to consider interest rate
cuts, said the official, who spoke
on condition of anonymity. Asked about the size of the reduction, the official said the Bundesbank would probably not accept anything less than a onehalf percentage point.
A cut in the discount rate, the
rate charged for loans to other

banks, also would help expand
the domestic economy by making it cheaper for companies to
obtain capital. The Bundesbank
has twice reduced interest rates
since the Oct. 19 worldwide
stock market crash.
The spending plan and expected cut in the interest rate
follow weeks of pressure on
West Germany from industrialized nations, led by the
United States, to expand its
slow-growing domestic economy.
They also mark a sharp shift
in German economic thinking.
Foreign nations have called on
West Germany, one of the
world's richest nations and
biggest exporters, to stimulate

BAN

its economy to help correct the
worldwide trade imbalance and
stabilize the dollar.
After months of resisting such
demands, West German officials have in recent weeks
moved to deflect criticism they
were not doing their share to
help increase worldwide economic growth.
The economic expansion plan
provides $9.1 billion a year at
low interest rates over the next
three years to communities and
non-profit organizations,
government officials said Tuesday.
It also provides $4 billion in
additional loans to small and
medium-sized companies, also
at low interest rates, the officials said.
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Almost 1,000 other Cuban
detainees surrendered 26 hostages Sunday, after an eightday siege at a federal detention center in Oakdale, La.
The last inmates were transferred Monday to other facilities.
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He would not discuss what
kind of agreement might be
reached, or what remained to
be defined or settled.
In Miami, diocesan
spokesman the Rev. Francisco Santana said, "The negotiating team is to blame for
the delay," and disputed the
negotiators' statement that
there was no purpose in sending for Roman until the
prisoners had unified.
"It is my understanding
that if someone has the credibility necessary to unite the
prisoners it is Bishop
Roman," he said.
Korten said yesterday the
89 hostages appeared well. At
the government's request,
inmates photographed most
hostages and promised to
take pictures of the others
soon.
Some hostages have been
confined to an inmatecontrolled part of the prison
while others have been permitted to move around the
prison complex, Korten said.
"I was treated like I would
treat them in my own home ...
S" ist all around hospitality,"
ushdan told WGST radio
yesterday.
When the 1,108 Cuban detainees, fearing a new
U.S.-Cuban agreement to deport some Cubans who arrived on the Mariel boatlift of
1980, took over the prison, at
least one inmate was killed,
23 people were injured and
three buildings were destroyed by fire.
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ATLANTA (AP) - Attorneys for the government and
Cuban detainees worked yesterday to answer legal questions raised in negotiations
for the release of 89 hostages
but discouraged hope of a
quick resolution to the 10-day
standoff.
"It appears there is a sincere desire inside to move
toward a settlement of this
incident, although it is important to understand that such a
settlement is not imminent
and there is no way to predict
how long it will take," said
Patrick Korten, deputy director of public affairs for the
U.S. Justice Department.
The federal negotiators
came under fire yesterday
when a spokesman for the
Roman Catholic Archdiocese
of Miami charged that they
were prolonging the prison
takeover by blocking mediation by Cuban-born Auxiliary
Bishop Agustin Roman, who
helped resolve a Cuban prison
uprising in Louisiana.
No formal negotiations
were scheduled yesterday at
the U.S. Penitentiary but the
two sides expected to meet
sometime during the day, he
said.
The last face-to-face talks
came in a two-hour meeting
Tuesday night with Gary Leshaw, an Atlanta Legal Aid
Society lawyer who has represented some of the Cubans.
Hours later, inmates
released hostage AbdulSaboor Rushdan, 36, a senior
corrections officer at the
prison, taken over Nov. 23 by
Cubans fearing deportation.
"I think a lot of points have
been settled. I think there are
still a couple of hard points,"
Leshaw said at a news conference early yesterday.
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Kennedy's views not tested

News Digest
No aid offered for Haiti
"We have been monitoring
the situation closely and it
does appear to be getting
more peaceful there," he
said.
The State Department has
warned Americans about
traveling to Haiti but "at this
point no action beyond that is
contemplated," the presidential spokesman said.

WASHINGTON (AP) The
United States plans no intervention in Haiti, where violence forced the cancellation
of weekend elections, a White
House spokesman said yesterday.
"We have not considered
any intervention in Haiti,"
presidential spokesman MarlinFitzwatersaid.

Chicago mayor chosen
CHICAGO (AP) - Veteran
black Alderman Eugene
Sawyer was sworn in yesterday as acting mayor of Chicago. He was chosen to succeed the late Harold Washington in a raucous fJ^-hour
City Council meeting amid
charges of a return to
machine politics.
Sawyer, elected with sup-

port from old-guard whites,
immediately vowed that
Washington's reform movement '"shall remain intact
and go forward. It will continue untainted by special interests for the rich and
powerful."
Sawyer will be acting
mayor for 17 months.

E.F. Hutton purchased
NEW YORK (AP) —
Shearson Lehman Brothers
Holdings Inc. has agreed to
acquire E.F. Hutton Group
Inc. in a deal worth about $1
billion, Dow Jones News Service said yesterday.
The two securities firms
reached a tentative understanding on the merger late
Tuesday, and intend to sign

formal papers yesterday
morning, the news service
said, quoting unidentified
sources close to the negotiations.
Shearson's offer consists of
$25 per share in cash and $8 in
preferred Shearson stock,
which carries a market value
of about $5 per share.

Santa Spuds recalled
COLUMBUS (AP) An Ohio rule against depicting Santa Clans in beer advertising landed a red-suited
Spuds MacKenzie in the
doghouse yesterday, but an
attorney for Anheuser-Busch
Inc. said the company had
asked for the delay of a state
order to recall beer cartons
featuring its famous mascot.

Michael Roarty, executive
vice president of the St. Louis-based brewery, which used
a photo of Spuds in Santa garb
on 12-packs of Bud Light and
in store displays, said, "We
are stopping further shipments of the Spuds MacKenzie Bud Light holiday packaging to Ohio due to Ohio Department of Liquor Control
regulations."

SEWN ON LETTERS
BGSU - Greek
Colicos, Solids, Plaids
Order by December 9th

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Justice Department said yesterday that Supreme
Court nominee Anthony Kennedy was given
no litmus test to determine how he would
vote on controversial issues likely to come
before the high court.
Prior to the selection of Kennedy to fill the
court's vacant seat, neither the president
nor other officials asked Kennedy his views
on "any case, issue or subject" that could be
decided by the justices, the department said.
The department made the comments in a
letter to the Senate Judiciary Committee,
which had requested documents on any
communications between Kennedy and administration officials. Assistant Attorney
General John Bolton acknowledged the department has informal lists of questions that

Tests may be Suit for satirical
linked to SDI defense debated
MERCURY, Nev. (AP) — A nuclear weapons test that had been
delayed because of a strike at the Nevada Test Site was detonated
yesterday, the second explosion announced by the Energy Department in two days.
The latest test, code-named Mission Cyber, was conducted in a
tunnel 900 feet beneath the surface of Rainier Mesa, about 90 miles
northwest of Las Vegas.
The explosion was a weapons effects test, designed to test the ability of U.S. space and military hardware to survive a nuclear blast.
Strategic Defense Initiative or "Star Wars" research is believed
to be linked to some of the weapons effects tests.
The test had an explosive force of less than 20,000 tons of TNT and
was not felt off the sprawling test site. It registered 3.2 on the Richter scale of ground motion at the National Earthquake Information
Center, Golden. Colo. Larger tests have registered as high as 5.7 on
the Richter scale.
Mission Cyber was originally scheduled for sometime in September. Energy Department officials say some tests were delayed because of a strike by 3,000 union workers at the site, 65 miles northwest of Las Vegas.
Boyer said yesterday's test was conducted by the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.

**¥***¥¥**

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Rev. Jerry Falwell and sex
magazine publisher Larry Flynt
listened in silence yesterday as
the Supreme Court used a disSiute they sparked to explore the
egal boundaries of satire and
parody.
The justices, whose ruling is
expected by July, must decide
the validity of a $200,000 award
won by Falwell for an advertising parody published by Flynt's
magazine, Hustler.
The phony ad purportedly
quoted Falwell, a Baptist minister who until recently led an orSanization called the Moral
lajority, discussing a sexual
encounter with his mother in a
Virginia outhouse and a habit of
getting drunk before giving

sermons.
The court is being asked to decide whether people who say
they suffered emotional distress
over a satirical attack should
have a better chance of winning
a lawsuit than if they sued for
libel. The case is being closely
watched by many in the news
business.
Flynt's lawyer, Alan Isaacman of Beverly Hills, Calif.,
portrayed the ad as just one salvo in a continuing political
battle between Flynt and Falwell.

r
.
I

'
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"Hustler has every right to
say that man is full of b.s.," :
Isaacman said. "This is a public '
figure, somebody who's supposed to have a thick skin."

WE LOVE OUR PLEDGE EDUCATORS!

Find out more!
M
Wed. Nov. 11 4 p.m.-Campus Room Union

Jeans N Things
531 Ridge
Across from Mac West

pellate judge from Sacramento, Calif., begin
Dec. 14. Little opposition has surfaced, leaving a much calmer atmosphere than last
September, when a pitched battle had
broken out over the Reagan administration's first high court nominee, Robert Bork.
Bork's narrow reading of individual rights
protected by the Constitution led to his
defeat by the Senate, 58-42.
The administration's second choice for the
vacant Supreme Court seat, Douglas Gins-,
burg, asked Reagan on Nov. 7 to withdraw:
his nomination after a furor erupted over his
past marijuana use.
Bolton, in the department's letter, described contacts between Kennedy and a
number of administration officials before
the nomination was announced Nov. 11.

may have been asked Kennedy, but did not
make clear whether they would be given to
the panel.
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., a committee
member, said the panel should press for
everything the department has available.
"We have to make sure somebody is not
appointed based on litmus test commitments of how they will vote in cases coming
up," Leahy said in explaining the committee's document request.
Conservative supporters of the president
have expressed hope that the next Reagan
nominee on the court could tip the balance in
their favor in their drive to ban abortion and
race-based quotas, and to lower the wall of
separation between church and state.
Confirmation hearings on the federal ap-

Spend a term or a
year at any of over
80 colleges in (he
U.S.

I
Pay no out-of-state
tees

T
LCenter for Academic Options-231 Administration-372-8202.

The world is waiting. *********

Take Your First Step Toward
1988 New Year's Resolutions!
Join Club 88 Now!
Applications Available at the

Student Recreation Center's

I Karen
I Deb
1 Lori
) Beth
'. Tina
1 Tracy
\ Vanessa
( Cathy
/ Amy
I Kristen

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Julie
Monica
Becky

&
&
&

Hallie
Caroline
Chris
Diana
Nancy
Carol
Lisa
Jeanie
Suzanne
Toni, Michelle
Amanda
Lori
Diane
Amy

AX1>
AAII
ArA
A«t>
AHA
Xfi
AT
AZ
r«l>B
KA
KKT
4>M
I1B*

Thank you for your hard work and dedication.
Love, New Member Panhellenic Council

ASA
Christmas Catch

i

"A

Bring a Date to the Pike House
Tonight 8:30 p.m.
■: • •

Main Office

For More Information Call
372-7482

First Annual Mid Western
Black Student Unity Conference
sponsored by the Black Student Union and Board of Black Cultural Activities
Fri. OeC. 4, 6:30 pm

MALE FEMALE Relationship workshop
Community Suite, Union
Please register at 6:00 pm
(at Community Suite)

8:00 pm

Dr. Manning Marable. Chairperson
Black Studies at OSU.
speaks about "Attacks on Blacks In
Education"

Sat. Dec. 5, 6:30 pm DESSERT Banquet 6:30 pm
Towers Inn (MAC)
Speaker: Dr. Philip Royster
Please register at 6:00
(at Towers Inn)

Attallah Shabazz

Producer, writer, lecturer
Douohter o\ Molcom X

' Key Not* Address by Atulleh Shabazz

All encouraged to attend

ANNUAL Holiday
CRAFT FAIR
December 7, 8, 9th
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
in the Grand Ballroom.
Get your Christmas shopping done
early this year! Shop with us!!!
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Cavs hold off Michigan routs BG, 92-71
Sonics in win Standout Grant leads Wolverines with 26 points
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) Mark Price and Phil Hubbard
each scored 22 points and
Brad Daugherty added 21 as
the Cleveland Cavaliers withstood a furious fourth-quarter
rally to edge the Seattle
SuperSonics 104-102 last
night.
Cleveland ran off the first
13 points of the third quarter,
including seven by Price, to
gain a 64-49 lead and led by as
many as 20 points before settling for an 84-71 lead entering
the fourth quarter.
The Cavaliers still led
100-85, when Price made a
jump shot with 7:02 remaining. The Sonics then outscored Cleveland 13-0 over the
next 5:35, with Dale Ellis
scoring six of the points, to
pull to 100-98 with 1:50 left.
With 1:27 remaining, Cleveland's Craig Ehlo, who scored
17 points, made a 16-foot jump
shot to put the Cavaliers back
on top by four points. Seattle's Tom Chambers cut the
Cleveland lead to 102-100 with

27 seconds to go when he
made a pair of foul shots, but
Daugherty made two foul
shots to again give Cleveland
a four-point lead with six seconds to play.
Chamber's lay up closed the
scoring with three seconds to
go.
Ellis led Seattle with 25
points, while Chambers
scored 19 and Olden Polynice
had 15.
Despite relinguishing most
of their big lead, the young
Cavaliers made the big plays
when they had to on Ehlo's
late basket and Daugherty's
two foul shots.
Cavaliers Coach Lenny
Wilkens said point guard
Price and center Daugherty
set up the play well, which resulted in Daugherty's two
critical foul shots.
Daugherty added nine rebounds and nine assists to his
21 points, and said his two foul
shots resulted from Seattle's
defensive strategy.

by Jeff McSherry
sports editor

ANN ARBOR - Bowling
Green basketball coach Jim
Larranaga had hoped Michigan
might still be frozen or at least
semi-chilled after returning
from the Great Alaska Shootout
Tuesday afternoon.
But the Wolverines warmed
up just enough during a 15-0 run
midway through the first half to
carry them to a 92-71 victory
over the Falcons last night in
front of 12,505 fans in Crisler
Arena.
"We were hoping they would
be a little flat after the long trip
back from Alaska," Larranaga
said. "And we thought since
they handled us easily last year
(76-64), they might take us
lightly."
BG started well as senior forward Steve Martenet sandwiched a Lamon Pippin jumper
with two three-pointers to open
the game.
Pippin then gave BG a 10-8

lead with an alley-oop dunk at
the 17:11 mark. "What we had
done was set up a game plan in
which we planned who would
shoot the first three or four shots
and that worked very well,"
Larranaga said. "But then after

Martenet

Robinson

the first time out, we instructed
our point guards to do the same
thing in deciding who would take
the shots."
UM had other plans, however.
In the next four minutes the
Wolverines illustrated why they
are the Associated Press'
15th-ranked team in the nation.
In that span, they ran off 15 consecutive points with an offense
that knifed through BG's half-

court trap defense with short
jumpers and easy layups.
Wolverine Ail-American
senior guard Gary Grant led the
charge with two baskets and
four assists during the spurt,
which gave UM a 23-10 lead with
13:03 remaining in the half.
"That really put us out of the
game in terms of winning. We
were playing catchup from then
on because with their team rebounding strength (UM outrebounded BG 31-26), we were not
going to score 90 to 100 points,"
Larranaga said.
The Wolverines didn't cool
down, either. They ended up
shooting 64 percent from the
field in the first half compared
wih BG's 53 percent. UM finished at 56 percent, while BG
ended at 55 percent.
The Wolverines maintained
their lead by trading baskets
with BG, making it 52-38 at halftime. The Falcons, however,
never really let UM run them off
the court. In fact, BG cut the
lead to 68-55 with eight minutes
remaining in the game.

"The thing that disappointed
me tonight was that we didn't
sustain and put them away,"
UM coach Bill Frieder said.
But it was always just enough.
"They showed great offensive
ability tonight especially when
they needed to,' Larranaga
said.
Leading the Wolverines was
Grant with 26 points and eight
assists and junior forward Glenn
Rice with 19 points and 7 rebounds.
BG was led by Martenet with
19 points including three-of-four
from three-point range. Senior
guard Anthony Robinson, a high
school teammate of Grant, finished with 13 points and 6 rebounds.
Junior guard Joe Gregory added 10 points, six rebounds and 6
assists.
The loss dropped the Falcons'
record to 1-1, while the Wolverinesjumped to 3-1 after finishing
third in the Alaska tournament.
The Falcons next play Davidson College in Charlotte, N.C.,
Saturday.

Christmas bed
2 for W*

Call to place your order today
Wizard Graphics
112 so. main st.

Lwoodland

mall

cinema
TONWOlf, mo

BOWLING
GREEN

Phone No.
354-0558

Baby Boom
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41

FLOWERS IN
THE ATTIC
.' 10 3 3b
■
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RUNNING
NUN
SAl/SUN 1 20 3 30
'f. 0 35

LATENIGHT SHOWS TOMMOROW at 11:30 P.M.
RUNNING MAN (R)
FLOWERS IN THE ATTIC (PG-13)
S3 ADULTS
SURRENDER (PG)
S2 KIDS

Rpp'Y

TODflV
for
Spring Semester
positions
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THE BG NEWS
210 West Holl
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Big Ten tourney backed

Bicknell, Mason
deny OSCI contact
COLUMBUS (AP) - Jack
Bicknell of Boston College
said yesterday he has not
been contacted by Ohio State
officials about succeeding
Earle Bruce as head football
coach.
Reports in yesterday's editions of The
Columbus
Dispatch
said that
two sources
had said
Bicknell is
the frontrunner to
take over
for Bruce,
fired Nov.
16.

Mason

According to one source,
the announcement of Bicknell
could come as soon as Friday.
The other said OSU Athletic
Director James Jones still
was not settled on the choice
and an announcement was
more likely next week.
Bicknell, in an interview
with radio station WMNI in
Columbus, said, "To tell you
the truth, I have not been in
touch with a soul at Ohio
State. They have not contacted me and asked me if I have
any interest. As a result, I
can't talk about something
that is not there."
Bicknell said, "Right now,
there's nothing to the story."
Bicknell did not say
whether he was interested in
theiob.
Meanwhile, Kent State
coach Glen Mason said in a
telephone interview that he
also had not been contacted
by Ohio State officials. Mason
was offensive coordinator for
six years at Ohio State under
Bruce before taking over as
the head coach at Kent two
years ago. A graduate of and

former player at Ohio State,
Mason has been mentioned as
another front-runner for the
position.
Mason did say he was interested in the job.
Kent State athletic director
Paul Amodio confirmed that
Ohio State officials had not
spoken to him or to Mason
about the Buckeye position.
Ohio State Athletic Director
James Jones declined to
comment on the rumors that
Bicknell was the favorite.
"I can't answer that question at this point," Jones said
by telephone from Chicago
Tuesday. "At this point in
time I don't believe there is a
leading prospect."
As for the weekend deadline, Jones said he was attempting to get a new coach
by Jan. 1.
One source told the Dispatch that Jones and associate athletic director Bill
Myles had received "thanks,
but no thanks" replies from
three other coaches: Dick
Vermeil, formerly of UCLA
and the Philadelphia Eagles
and now a television commentator; Bobby Bowden of
Florida State; and Mike Gottfried of Pitt.
Jones would neither confirm nor deny the list.
Bicknell, a 1960 graduate of
Montclair (N.J.) State, has a
50-31-1 record in seven
seasons at Boston College.
The Eagles were 5-6 this year.
Mason inherited a 3-8 team
when he took over at Kent
upon the death of Dick Scesmak during spring drills in
1986. Mason's first team went
5-6 and contended for the MidAmerican Conference title
until the final game; this
Sear's team finished 7-4 and
ed for second in the MAC.

Hoosier Dome site of possible 1988-89 conference title
CHICAGO (AP) - The Big
Ten moved another step closer
to a postseason basketball tournament yesterday when the
Joint Group of Faculty Representatives and Athletic Directors approved a recommendation for the tourney.
The joint group received the
recommendation from athletic
directors, who had acted on the
recommendation of a Big Ten ad
hoc committee. The next move

is for the BiR Ten's Council of
Ten, made up of presidents and

BIG TEN

chancellors of the institutions, to
vote on the matter.
The Council of Ten is scheduled to meet in Chicago Dec. 14
and part of the agenda will include voting on the recommendation. If the Council of Ten
approves, and a majority vote of
at least 6-4 is needed, the first
tournament will be held at the
end of the 1988-89 season in the
Hoosier Dome in Indianapolis.

Toledo
upsets
Gophers

Spielman's big night?
Buckeyes' linebacker Lombardi Award favorite
HOUSTON (AP) — Ohio State's Chris Spielman,
a finalist last year, Oklahoma's Keith Jackson,
Syracuse's Ted Gregory or Auburn's Tracy
Rocker will be awarded the Lombardi Award tonight as the nation's outstanding lineman.
Spielman was a finalist last year when Alabama
linebacker Cornelius Bennett won the honor.
"It would be the greatest honor to win this award
because Vince Lombardi is a man that I really
admired," Spielman said. "I have his sayings on
my wall and plaques."
The award, in the form of a 40-pound block of
Sanite trophy, is presented annually in honor of
■mer Green Bay and Washington Coach Vince
Lombardi, who died of cancer Sept. 3,1970.
Proceeds from the dinner go to the American
Cancer Society for research.
Spielman, a 6-2, 234-pound linebacker, recorded
156 tackles tor the Buckeyes this season, 78 of them
solos. Spielman's 1987 totals gave him 546 career
tackles, including 283 solos.
Jackson, a 6-3,241-pound tight end, set a school
record with an average of 28.1 yards per catch this
season and his 1,759 receiving yards ranked second
on the all-time Sooner list.

"Down through the years, tight ends have been
abused," Jackson said. "They're not considered
receivers and they're not considered lineman so
I'm glad that the Lombardi decided to recognize
us."
Gregory, a nose guard for unbeaten Sycracuse,
was injured in the seventh game of the season but
finished the year second in unassisted tackles with
38. He has 242 career tackles.
"I'm surprised to be selected because I was injured for the final four games and a lot of my goals
went down the drain," Gregory said. "Then they
told me I was a finalist for the Lombardi so it was a
pleasant surprise to still have a chance."
Rocker, the only junior among the finalists, led
Auburn tacklers as a freshman in 1985 and despite
an injury this season, has 254 career tackles and 16
quarterback sacks.
"People always talk about the Heisman Trophy
and this is something like the Heisman to me,"
Rocker said. "It shocked me because I was hurt
also. Then I got out of the hospital and found out I
was a finalist.
Ohio State's Jim Stillwagon won the first award
in 1970.
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presents

-mm* 1QR7 Film Series
NU, POGOD!
The Soviet Union's best animated cartoon . . .

THINGS FALL APART
A powerful Nigerian film

SUBAAH

I

i

An Indian film comedy by G. Capitani

Soon: Summer School. Campus Man.
1 Coming
Roxanne, Walk Like a Man
i

Merry Christmas!

H,\No membership required with a major credit card!

LOBSTER FOR BREAKFAST
-WHERE-

GISH THEATRE. HANNA HALL
-WHEN-

THURSDAY. DEC. 3. 1987
-TIME7:00 P.M. TO 10:00 P.M.
Thursday is a Movie Night.
These films will not be repeated
Come early and
remember . . . it's FREE.

the Mug |

rQQIlQl S specif George's special,
Taco Sub, German Delight, Vegetarian, Monty,
Hawaiian Punch, Chefs Delight, Regular, or
Roast Beef

RESUME
PACKAGE SPECIAL
1
25
25

w-wrSki

The conirainis of a traditional Indian home
and one woman's fight against them . . .

it

You choose the Sub - We'l

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) Jeff Haar made all 13 of his
free throws and finished
with 19 points to lead the
Toledo Rockets to an 83-75
come-from-behind victory
over the Minnesota Gophers last night.
Toledo, 2-0, sank 37 of 43
free throws, and free
throws accounted for its
last 15 points during the
final three minutes of the
game.
The Rockets trailed 35-20
with three minutes to play
in the first half, but they
then outscored the Gophers 11-0 to narrow the
gap to 35-31 at halftime.
Haar made two of his
free throws with 2:04 left to
play to give Toledo a 73-65
lead and seal the victory.

^^A Ethnic Cultural Arts Program

. w . -^^»

1093 N M.un
M

George King, Purdue's athletic director, is chairman of the
postseason ad hoc committee.
The group also includes Ade
Sponberg, Wisconsin's athletic
director; coaches Clem Haskins
of Minnesota and Gary Williams
of Ohio State; Big Ten Commissioner Wayne Duke; and Bill
Rasmussen of Rasmussen
Communications Management,
Inc., which handles Big Ten television interests.

G
GRAND OWNING SPECIALS ALL W€€K
THRU SUNDAV

One page Laser lypeset original

During Moll Hours 10-10 doily 12-6 Sunday

I copies on our fine paper

Student Discount on Thursday ujith I.D.
on all non-candy food items.

I blank sheen for your cover leliers

Jd^P matching envelopes

Ml ihi* for

$20.95

And these aren't just copies; these are Kinko's copies.
Crisp, clean copies, often better than the original!
Kinko's helps you look good on paper.
Take advantage of this special today.

FOOD, CfiNDV, SNACK AND GIFTS

iPooiiors

I

9

Pi„n

Spaghetti S.29/lb.
Colfornta Jumbo Ptetochkj $3.99/fc.
Create Vour Own Christmas Gtfts

kinko's
113 Railroad 81.
Bowling Oraan, Ohio

This Ad Required

tttA 1Q77
J34-J9 I I

"Buy A Pinch or o Pound From Rround The World'

Classifieds
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•ACKAOINa
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipprng needs
Federal Express 'UPS
A-Z Data Center ' 352-5042

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• THE SKY'S THE UMfT •
* sped* program m the BGSU PlanetariumThursday December 3, 1987. 8:00 PM
Co-sponsored by KME snd Society of Physics
Students
'Everyone Welcome*

Pregnant? We're hare to help you through. Cal
First Hope 354-HOPE lor tree pregnancy tests,
supportive services
TYPING, SERVICES tor al types ol capers using
Xerox Memorywrfter For appt. please cal
352-3987 from Sam lo 9 p m

•• MB Club Members • •
Meet at PoBeyes lor Conversation Hour Thursday. December 3' Come jom the fun1

TYPING? RESUMES'1
Document Storage on Diskette
A-Z Data Center 352-5042

ATTENTION STUDENTS'
DEC 4 IS LAST DAY TO APPLY FOR JOUR
300 CALL 2-2076 OR PICK UP APPLICATION IN ROOM 310 WEST HALL.

Al Your Christmas Needs1
Csrds-Psper.Ornaments-Greek BQSU items
etc -etc -etc -etc-etc.
Jeans N Ttwiga 531 Ridge

8COTT MM
3 Dels Parties In one weekend! Are you ready?
Qet psyched tor Fn and Sat
Love. Sally Arm

WANTED. 1 MALE (OR FEMALE) ROOMMATE
NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER ALL
UTILITIES EXCEPT ELECTRIC PAID
2
BEDROOMS. LARGE LIVING SPACE IF INTERESTED. CALL 354-5121

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
"FEUZ NAVtOAD"
DECEMBER 4, 1987

SNOWFLAKE SNUGGLE
SNOWFLAKE SNUO0LE
SNOWFLAKE 8NU0GLE

WANTE0 '. or 2 FEMALES TO SUBLEASE
APT FOR SPRING SEMESTER ASSUME
LEASE A OCCUPANCY ANYTIME AFTER
12-20-87 VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS ALL
UTILITIES EXCEPT ELECTRIC ARE PAID
PLEASE CALL ANYTIME 354-5610

ALPHA OAKS
Jtngaeng, Jlngahng, kick up your feet
AOD's X-mas Party look* real neat
Santa Ctaue A reindeer wtl give a knock
That's the Jingle Bel Rock'
liana spot? Memory
loss? You'll be both seniors.
II you don't schedule a
senior portrait today.
Portraits thru Nov. 20.
Call 372-8086 todayl

WOMEN'S CLINIC
2 700 Monroe St . Toledo Offering
gynecological services a pregnancy termination
by licensed physician Including
prenatal
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap test (for cervical cancer). VO screening, brrth control mto .
Tube! Ugabon. termination ol pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rales for students)
By appointment 1-241-2471

Be on the Lookout lor the HSA
"Rowdy Rattle Rappers'
We want YOU to win s tree semesters turnon'
BQSU
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Today 4 00 PM. 400 Moseley
Please Jom Us'

■ NASSAU
PARADISE
ISLAND
from $319 INCLUDES AIR. TRANSFERS. 7
NIGHTS HOTEL. PARTES. LUNCH. CRUISE.
TAXES AND MORE' Organize smal group, earn
a FREE TRIPi ATS 1-800-231-0113 or
(203I967-3330
SPRING

Christmas Wine sip1
Christmas Wine Sip1
Christmas Wine Sip1

MU
PS Who w« be next?
Falcon House
X-Mas Open House
Sun 12 ■ 5
20H Oft Everything
123 S Main
Downtown BG
352-3610

Phi Eta Sigma
Booh Scrvoiar yup Appfccattons we stil available
DMOVW Dec 7. 1987
Contact Steve Buehrer al 372-6740

Congratutabons to the Alpha Delta Pi Award
Winners Monica McCawieyPledge Essay.
G«nna Edison & Diane Hayes-Pledge Class
Reps, and Cathy Ryan-Moat Constructive Active We love you al L&L. Your Sisters
Delta Zela Christmas Crush Date Party
December 4, 1987" Are you a Delta Zela
Crush?
Trim a Tree With A Dee Zee

PRELAW SOCIETY MEETING!
When: Thursday, December 3 ast 7:00 PM
Where 102 Bufineea Administration Bldg
Allan Mlkeie.1 will be •peaking on the Law
School Experience
S.C.E.C.
Mo 4 Meetmg • Dec 6 • 406 Ed
6 PM 'Christmas Party"•
•Come tor the fun"'

Don't be a blank spot
In your classmates'
memories seniors.
Schedule your senior
portrait today. Call
372-8084

T was 2 days before the Wine Sip and
al through the cnto.
Kety. Ann* and Yvett prepare tor
Ihetf upcommg gig
The mistletoe's been hung over (he
doorway with care.
in hopes that their close tnods win
take t»me to be there
So Ladies (kg out those dresses, and
gentlemen put on a tie
Because the Christmas Wine Sip is
Bound lo be lo Live1

Thousand! of Internships are avseabte (tut
summer (or at. majors in Washington DC
Recerve academic credit, housing and support
services Find out more TODAY at 4:00 li 231
Admin or catt 2-6202

For women only: Scholarships are available to
women to do internships in Washington DC In
Finance and Housing areas, such as the
House-Senate Banking Committees. Housing
and Urban Development. Federal Reserve
Board. FD*C. FNMA. Comptroeer ol the Outran.
cy and related areas Contact Jon. Reed,
Center for Academe Options, 2-8202 lor Info

LOST & FOUND
LOST RING
Gotd with silver If lound please return Much
sentimental value 372-5911

• " " MONICA MONASTRA' * *
Thanks for making pledging fun"
You're the best'
Phi Mu Love.
The 1987 Ph. Class

Reward lost 11 20 at Howards-red. blue.
grey Roffe Ski Jacket No questions asked Can
354-3436

"EWCMORAW"
YOU DON T KNOW WHO I AM
ALL YOU KNOW IS I'M AN ALPHA GAM'
WED NIGHT LOVED BY MILLIONS WAS
THERE
YOU WERE OUT OF BEER. AND I WAS DANCING ON THE STAIR'
I HOPE THE MAN IN BURLAP WILL SHOW
TO FIND OUT WHO'S UNDER THE
MISTLETOE'
GET READY FOR A BLAST
CUZ FIND YOUR BEAU UNDER THE
MISTLETOE WILL
BE FILLED WITH MEMORIES TO LAST'
YOUR ALPHA GAM CRUSH

RIDES
Ride needed to Cleveland area (West Side) for
weekend Dec 4. 5. 6 can leave anytime after
4 00 PM on Thursday Important 353-6017
Wi pay gas

SERVICES OFFERED
ABORTION
Morning after treatment
Personal & Private
Center lor Choice II
Toledo 419 255-7769

'BAHAMAS'BAHAMAS" BAHAMAS'
It sailing lo the Bahamas sounds kke a good time
for your Spring Break Can Kim 353-3441
•SCOTT FROST"
Now that you're a stud
At the age of twenty.
You better NEVER forget
That I love you plenty'
HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
LOVE. KAREN

BREAK

The Kappa Delta Pledges
AreQrealtt

CONGRATULATIONS TO
Missy Mortice on her engagement to Troy
Fraker A Lauren White on her engagement to
Mike Lewis' I love you both'

PERSONALS

CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT SALE
Sponsored by AM A
10 30 am • 3 30 pm
only S3 00 each
Thurs and Friday in BA lobby

Soon the Prophecies ol me Invasion ol Israel
and the Great Earthquake wi be lutnaed (ol
EzekleJ 36, Daniel 12). Forming a community.
seH-sutliclent m food and energy, to survive.
God Wasng. the comma destruction Write
IsMsset P.O Box 4475. South Bend. Indiana
46834-4478

FORFEIT FEES FOR INTRAMURALS BRING
YOUR RECEIPT AND PICK UP YOUR REFUND
FOR SPORTS THAT ARE FINISHED MUST BE
PICKED UP BY DECEMBER 9. 1987

Think it s lun lo steal a street srgn?
Hare's the fun you oouk) get;
up to
$1,000 line
6 months in (ail
criminal record
-looks great on a resume)
Don't mesa around the Crty isn't!
FYI- Student Legal Services
TRIM A TREE WITH A DEE ZEE'
TRIM A TREE WITH A DEE ZEE'
TRIM A TREE WTTH A DEE ZEE'
Christmas Crush Date Party.
December 4. 1987
TRIM
TRIM
TRIM
TRIM
TRIM
TRIM
TRIM
TRIM
TRIM
TRIM

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

TREE
TREE
TREE
TREE
TREE
TREE
TREE
TREE
TREE
TREE

WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH
WITH

A DEE
A DEE
A DEE
A DEE
A DEE
A DEE
A DEE
A DEE
A DEE
ADR

ZEE
ZEE
ZEE
ZEE
ZEE
ZEE
ZEE
ZEE
ZEE
ZEE

Varden Studios ol
New York Is hero thru
NO*. 20 lo. Senior
Portraits Call 372-8086
To achedule your appointment
Weather lorcasts predict a heavy snowfal Urns
weekend tor the Alpha Delts and their dates
Get exerted' We wi al be snowed In

JINGLE BELLS. JINGLE BELLS.
JINGLE ALL THE WAY-OH WHAT FUN IT IS
TO RIDE WITH A DO ON A SLEIGH!I!

WANTED

Kappa Delta Pledges
Thanks for a great Pledge Breaklaat You are al
great1
Love.
Your KD Ststers

1 FEMALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE LARGE.
FURN APT SPRING SEM CALL 354 2249

Kety. Annie, and Yvett

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SUBLEASE
■RAND NEW APARTMENT SEPARATE BED*
BATH ACROSS FROM OFFENHAUER $666 A
SEMESTER PLUS UTILITIES CALL 354-3438

Cordiaty Invite You to
The Christmas Wine Sip
Saturday December 5th
9 00- 12.00 PM
244 N Enterprise
Semi-formal Invitation Only

1 or 2 le. mites needed to sublease apt spring
semester 352-8937

2 rmtee needed to sublease 2 bdrm apt sprang Sam Pool. AC. dishwasher, good location
$105 per mo and gas Cal 352-4990
Cut living Expenses In Halt
Single parent ol grade school child returnmg to
colege and would sko to share King arrangements with mature, responsible female
before January Chris 447-7590 or 447-4486

Large companies' Smal companies'
Everything m between wtl be
represented at:
Toledo Career Network
Tuesday. Dec 29
Downtown Toledo. Hotel Some!
Stop by the placement office lor
more intormation or cal 419-243-8191

AOD'AOD'AQD'AQD'
Jeff. Ryan Wayne. Rocky. 8rvan & Kevin
We see you when you're sleeping.
We know when you're awake.
Saturday is almost here
So get PSYCHED for goodness sake"1
Love, your anxious Alpha Gam Dates
PI Kapp'PI Kapp'Pi Kapp'Kappa sig

1 MALE RMTE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY FOR
SPRING SEM IN U V CALL SOON 354-0894

Female lo sublet apt for Spring sem $ 115 per
mo a elec $ dose to campus. Cal 354-5218
Females needed to fi apartments second
semester. Phone 352-7365

Lit LisaCorkms
Tonight Is me night
I can't watt to welcome
My special Little mto
our Dee Zee famey'
DZ love & mine.
BitfW

FREE RENT 1 lemale needed for rest of
semester $106 25 spring sem gaa paid Air
cond Cal 352-2930 and leave a massage for
Lisa

Portratta Now.
Senior Portraits with
Varden of New York
Call 372-6066 tor your
appointment Now!

Needed one female roommate
OH 363-6706

Needed Spring Term Male roommate, nonsmoking Very close lo campus 525 E Merry
$100smo S low unstres Cal soon 354-4618

Non-smoking female needed to sublease apt
anmediatety and spring sem $106.25 a mo
Cal 352-5432 ask for Kathy. eves
Roommate needed. Own room
Cal 354-7017. Andrea

■COUPONi

13"
CHEESE
PIZZAS

WENTURES \
/rv BABYSITTING

5

At 7:15 p.m.

...AND

75'la.

par pizza
Chicago Stylo
Extra

FOR ONLY

FREE
PREGNANCY
TESTS

352-5166

DUNDEE!
At 9:00 p.m. r^S

m*m&

-1

Extra rUmi

.On« Coupon Pur Ordor
r31NH,.i
sW»«i Green OKx

13/31/17

Open 4 P.m.

FREE DELIVERY
In Bowl
h
(•Hlng

Green

■I.C.'s Old*»t and Fin*at Plixcrlai

Brad McDevitt

/ri ANor/teR. DAY

WANTED
1 roommate (lemale. nonsmoking) Large two
story house newly remodeled. 1 1-2 bathe,
washer, dryer, microwave, dishwasher si hardwood floors' $145 a utilities Csl Krm at
362 7308

M

Results in Minutes.
Complete Information.
No Movies. No Pressure.

354-3540

1 bdrm. fum apt. Close to campus $
downtown $325 mcl all util Cal 669-3255
1 female roommate needed to sublease apart
metl for spring semester 86 Great roomies
mexpenatve Cal 353-5017
1 female roommate wanted"
Non-smoking
Location Haven House Apt
Please Cal 352-3703

WANTED 1 female Christian roommele needed
lor Spring Semester on East Evars Cal
3535922

I ROOM SUBLEASED FOR SPRING
$EME$TER. 1 or 2 persona needed-458
Frsiee Apt-Cheap, only >11S a month 6 alec.
Call Shawn al 354-2379

HELP WANTED

2 bdrm apt. newty redecorated Heat indud
Aval. Jan 1. 352-7454 1 823-7555

Gerontology activity assistant needed tnmed
part-time Cal 352-5249

2 bdrm fum apt for subtesse lor 1988 spring
A summer semester Close to campus Cal
353-8617

GYMNASTICS nstructors needed lor Tuesday
evenings beginning January 19th For Interviews csl Laura 362-6994 Leave massage

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED TO SUiLEASE TWO
BEDROOM APT. SPRING SEMESTER. $110
PER MONTH. THIR0 A HIGH 3S444M

Help Wanted at Buttons Al positions 18 yrs
and older Apply In person Tuesday-Sunday
rsgnts after 8 PM

4TH ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR APT CLOSE
TO CAMPUS FOR SPRING 88 FEMALE. NON
SMOKER PLEASE CALL KIM OR LAURIE
353-3838

Household help Light houssclesning cooking,
some babysitting. 6-6 hrs. per week. $4 an hr
Perrysburg 1-874-4300

East Merry apt for rent Roommate needed loi
spring semester Located dose lo campus Call
3530799

IN NEED OF CHRISTMAS MONEY?
PART-nVIE POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT THE
FUNDRINKERYi WE NEED ENERGETIC.
OUTGOING AND FUN PEOPLE' FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULING FOR CAR POOLING APPLY IN
PERSON AT HENRY JS 1532 S BYRNE
WEDSAT AFTER 8 PM

Female roommate needed for Spring Semester
Own bedroom. 5 mm from campus Pay no
utahes Cal Jean 3540838 alter 4 PM

Una up a |ob lor next semester' Name your
hours days or nights Comfortable atmosphere
Cat or come to Casey's 1025 N Main
352-9113

Females needed to li apartments second
semester Phone 352-7365

Mother of 2 yr old wi do part time babysitting •
LOTS OF T.L.C. - Available Monday through Fnday. Cal 364-1467

Free Heat, close lo shopping, on-site manage
ment. private entrances 1 A 2 bdrm available
Varsity Square Apts 353-7715

WANTED: Interne tfi al majors lor Summer Internships in Washington DC Receive job experience in your Held and 12 BGSU credits
Housing and support services are provided
Find out more TODAY at 4:00 in 231 Admin or
cal 2-8202

Fum 2 bedroom apl within waiting distance
from campus Cal 352 4360
Help! 1 male roommate needed 670 Frazee
Ave Apt 13 $125emonth l*ceaptloft-cloae
to campus Mark 353-7321

Your chance to earn extra money over oreak1
Lifeguards wanted at the Student Rec Center
Cal Scott 372-7477 lor mote details

FOR SALE

Help1 2 seniors graduating
Sublet 2 bedroom apt
2 or 3 person Last month ol rent paid
Cal 354 0790

'78 VW DASHER, starts, runs wel. man bans .
cass . AC, needs minor repair. 76.000 ml
$600 Offers considered 372-8525

Houses A Apartments dose lo campus for Spring Semestei 1988 and 1988-1969 school
year 1-267-3341

1980 CHEVY CITATION GOOD CONDITION
65,000 MALES NEW BATTERY. HOSES. >
STEREO $1.000 CALL 353-6718 ASK FOR
BARB.

Large 1 bdrm apt aval for subtesse i
January Parity furn $270 a mo 353-5104

3-BEDROOM MOBILE HOME
2 batha.
$4000"! Cal Ruth Ann Kramer 3520110 or
CENTURY 21 A A
GREEN REALTY
352-5331

Male roommate needed to share apt 2nd
semester Excellent location across Irom cam
pus on Wooster Cal 352-6000

A IM? NISSAN SENTRA. 5-SPEED. AIR CONDITIONrNG AM-FM CASSETTE. EXCELLENT
CONDITION, MUST SELL. $6200. CALL
194-114$ AFTER 5:00 PM

Male roommate needed to subtesse 2 bedroom
apt. lor spring sem $693 for sem 354-9407

Conn-Trumpel appraised si $100
best offer Cal 372-7371
Coupon Book. Half or Whole
reasonable otter 353-661 '

NEEDED 1 OR 2 PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE
WITH ONE OTHER PERSON UNFURN
LARGE SPACE. HIGH CEILINGS WOOD
WORK LOCATED ON WEST WOOSTER
CALL REBECCA 353 7422

Wi take

Will sell lor

Needed: 1 or 2 lemale rmmales lor sp. sem.
Close to Csmpus. 2 bad, 2 bath. GREAT
HOOMIES! Please call: 351-1120 or 154-4810

Excellent Ski Equipment lor beginnerIntermediate Women s size 7 Nordics ski boots
(while with blue trim) Kastte 160 cm skis with
Look binrjnga & poles. $70 package or wi sell
InrJMduefy 362-8161

Needed: One non-smokavg lemale lo subtesse
apartment located on E Merry Slreef Cal
3543240

FOR SALE
Double suspended iotts university approved
MM anytime Best offer Cal 372-3475 or
372-3476

One remate roommate needed lor Spring Sem
eNEW 2-bedroom apl on E Merry Wi share
bedroom with bathroom connected Cal
354-5022

FOR SALE COUCH WITH FOLD-OUT BED
GOOD CONDITION $30 CALL KAY 353-1684
Ladies Lang© Ski Boots Size 6 Like new Cal
3724351
LADIES SKI PACKAGE Rossignol 626-R 150
Skis Tyrone 160s bindings. Barrecrafters pots
117 cm. Solomite boots size 8 $150 or best
otter 362 5030
MOVING SALE NEGOTIABLE PRICES
FURNITURE. PLANTS $ APPLIANCES
COME SEE FOR YOURSELF ANYTIME AFTER
5 PM AT 741 HIGH STREET NO 67

Subtesse I bdrm Rent $305 per mo Fourth
St Cal 354-5318
Sublease a GREAT apartment thia Spring'
•Close lo campus, well furnished, lun
roommates-it you're lemale and don't smoke,
Just cal 353 8210

SUBLEASE APT WITH 2 BDRM, 2 BATH.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS $120 PER MONTH
CLOSE TO CAMPUS CAN MOVE IN DEC 19

FOR RENT
-621 E Merry D1 needs male
-160 1-2 Mamie needs lemale
-220 Luckey Road
710 Eighth Street (House)
-402 High St Apt 2B needs male
-707 Third St Apt B
-707 Third St Apt D
-727 Third Si Apt A
•854 Eighth St No 10
120 South Cosege
-236 Troup St
Cat John Newkjve Realestate 354-2280

Two females need third roommate to share
apartment on 4th St for second semester It interested, please cal 354-3219
Unlum 3 bdrm apt aval Jan-Aug one mile
Irom campus 354-5915
Wanted 1 roommate tor spring semester Own
room, washer, dryer, and dishwasher Cal
Carol 352-2203

•••ROOM FOR RENT1"
3 females looking for roommate
Spring 1988
Cal 352 8885
1 A 2 bdrm turn apt Close to campus for
1988 Spring Semester--eval mid Dec Calccd
lect 1-267-3341.

_™

wfiwm

Planned Parenthood

IM THf ftlNtnSS, SO Alt
you co-eos AT TSU
neA0 OUT rofi rite LAJte
A/tp m§ SUMU

LIGHTS! CAMERA!

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
ISecondSemeierTeasesi
e

leeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance

eMSM msmtMom
Thurs. Dec. 3rd
210 MSC Building
8:00 pm
Free Admission

Fri./Sat. Dec. 4-5th
210 MSC Building
8:00 pm, 10:00pm and midnight
$1.50 Admission w/ BGSU ID

SAVE $'» WITH SPECIAL RATES DURING DECEMBER
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
332-9135

Hrs: Mon-Fri 9-8
Sat & Sun 10-4

COME SEE THE MOVIES!!!

